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Systems and methods are described for determining position 
of a receiver. The positioning system comprises a transmitter 
network including transmitters that broadcast positioning sig 
nals. The positioning system comprises a remote receiver that 
acquires and tracks the positioning signals and/or satellite 
signals. The satellite signals are signals of a satellite-based 
positioning system. A first mode of the remote receiver uses 
terminal-based positioning in which the remote receiver com 
putes a position using the positioning signals and/or the sat 
ellite signals. The positioning system comprises a server 
coupled to the remote receiver. A second operating mode of 
the remote receiver comprises network-based positioning in 
which the server computes a position of the remote receiver 
from the positioning signals and/or satellite signals, where the 
remote receiver receives and transfers to the server the posi 
tioning signals and/or satellite signals. 
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WIDE AREA POSITONING SYSTEM 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. The content from each of the following related 
applications is incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety: U.S. Ser. No. 14/138.412, filed Dec. 23, 2013, 
entitled WAPS AREA POSITIONING SYSTEM: U.S. Ser. 
No. 14/067,911, filed Oct. 30, 2013, entitled WAPS AREA 
POSITIONING SYSTEM: U.S. Ser. No. 13/412,487, filed 
Mar. 5, 2012, entitled WAPS AREA POSITIONING SYS 
TEM: U.S. Ser. No. 13/412,508, filed Mar. 5, 2012, entitled 
WAPS AREA POSITIONING SYSTEM: U.S. Ser. No. 
12/557,479, filed Sep. 10, 2009, entitled WAPS AREA POSI 
TIONING SYSTEM: U.S. Ser. No. 61/095,856, filed Sep.10, 
2008, entitled WIDE AREA POSITIONING SYSTEM; and 
U.S. Ser. No. 61/163,020, filed Mar. 24, 2009, entitled WIDE 
AREA POSITIONING SYSTEM. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The disclosure herein relates generally to position 
ing systems. In particular, this disclosure relates to a wide 
area positioning system. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Positioning systems like Global Positioning System 
(GPS) have been in use for many years. In poor signal con 
ditions, however, these conventional positioning system can 
have degraded performance. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0004 FIG. 1 shows a wide area positioning system in an 
embodiment. 
0005 FIG. 2 shows a synchronized beacon in an embodi 
ment. 

0006 FIG. 3 shows a positioning system using a repeater 
configuration in an embodiment. 
0007 FIG. 4 shows a positioning system using a repeater 
configuration in an embodiment. 
0008 FIG. 5 shows tower synchronization in an embodi 
ment. 

0009 FIG. 6 shows a GPS disciplined PPS generator in an 
embodiment. 
0010 FIG. 7 is a GPS disciplined oscillator in an embodi 
ment. 

0011 FIG. 8 shows a signal for counting the time differ 
ence between the PPS and the signal that enables the analog 
sections of the transmitter to transmit the data in an embodi 
ment. 

0012 FIG. 9 shows the differential WAPS system in an 
embodiment. 
0013 FIG. 10 shows common view time transfer in an 
embodiment. 
0014 FIG. 11 shows the two-way time transfer in an 
embodiment. 
0.015 FIG. 12 shows a receiver unit in an embodiment. 
0016 FIG. 13 shows an RF module in an embodiment. 
0017 FIG. 14 shows signal upconversion and/or down 
conversion in an embodiment. 
0018 FIG. 15 is a block diagram showing clock sharing in 
an embodiment. 
0019 FIG. 16 shows assistance transfer from WAPS to 
GNSS receiver in an embodiment. 
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0020 FIG. 17 is a block diagram showing transfer of aid 
ing information from the GNSS receiver to the WAPS 
receiver in an embodiment. 
0021 FIG. 18 is an example configuration in which WAPS 
assistance information is provided from a WAPS server in an 
embodiment. 
0022 FIG. 19 illustrates estimating an earliest arriving 
path in hn in an embodiment. 
0023 FIG. 20 illustrates estimating reference correlation 
function in an embodiment. 
0024 FIG. 21 illustrates estimating noise sub-space in an 
embodiment. 
0025 FIG. 22 illustrates estimating noise sub-space in an 
embodiment. 
0026 FIG. 23 illustrates estimating noise sub-space in an 
embodiment. 
0027 FIG. 24 illustrates estimating noise sub-space in an 
embodiment. 
0028 FIG. 25 illustrates estimating noise sub-space in an 
embodiment. 
0029 FIG. 26 shows hybrid position estimation using 
range measurements from various systems in an embodiment. 
0030 FIG. 27 shows hybrid position estimation using 
position estimates from various systems in an embodiment. 
0031 FIG. 28 shows hybrid position estimation using a 
combination of range and position estimates from various 
systems in an embodiment. 
0032 FIG. 29 illustrates determining a hybrid position 
solution in which position/velocity estimates from the WAPS/ 
GNSS systems are fed back to help calibrate the drifting bias 
of the sensors at times when the quality of the GNSS/WAPS 
position and/or Velocity estimates are good in an embodi 
ment. 

0033 FIG. 30 illustrates determining a hybrid position 
Solution in which sensor parameters (such as bias, Scale and 
drift) are estimated as part of the position/velocity computa 
tion in the GNSS and/or WAPS units without need for explicit 
feedback in an embodiment. 
0034 FIG. 31 illustrates determining a hybrid position 
Solution in which sensor calibration is separated from the 
individual position computation units in an embodiment. 
0035 FIG. 32 illustrates determining a hybrid position 
Solution in which a sensor parameter estimation is done as 
part of the state of the position computation units in an 
embodiment. 
0036 FIG. 33 shows exchange of information in an 
embodiment. 
0037 FIG. 34 shows exchange of location, frequency and 
time estimates between FM receiver and WAPS receiver in an 
embodiment. 
0038 FIG. 35 is a block diagram showing exchange of 
location, time and frequency estimates between WLAN/BT 
transceiver and WAPS Receiver in an embodiment. 
0039 FIG. 36 is a block diagram showing exchange of 
location, time and frequency estimates between cellular 
transceiver and WAPS receiver in an embodiment. 
0040 FIG. 37 shows session key setup in an embodiment. 
0041 FIG. 38 illustrates encryption in an embodiment. 
0042 FIG. 39 shows the security architecture for encryp 
tion in an embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0043 Systems and methods are described for determining 
position of a receiver. The positioning system of an embodi 
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ment comprises a transmitter network including transmitters 
that broadcast positioning signals. The positioning system 
comprises a remote receiver that acquires and tracks the posi 
tioning signals and/or satellite signals. The satellite signals 
are signals of a satellite-based positioning system. A first 
mode of the remote receiver uses terminal-based positioning 
in which the remote receiver computes a position using the 
positioning signals and/or the satellite signals. The position 
ing system comprises a server coupled to the remote receiver. 
A second operating mode of the remote receiver comprises 
network-based positioning in which the server computes a 
position of the remote receiver from the positioning signals 
and/or satellite signals, where the remote receiver receives 
and transfers to the server the positioning signals and/or sat 
ellite signals. 
0044. A method of determining position of an embodi 
ment comprises receiving at a remote receiver at least one of 
positioning signals and satellite signals. The positioning sig 
nals are received from a transmitter network comprising a 
plurality of transmitters. The satellite signals are received 
from a satellite-based positioning system. The method com 
prises determining a position of the remote receiver using one 
ofterminal-based positioning and network based positioning. 
The terminal-based positioning comprises computing a posi 
tion of the remote receiver at the remote receiver using at least 
one of the positioning signals and the satellite signals. The 
network-based positioning comprises computing a position 
of the remote receiver at a remote server using at least one of 
the positioning signals and the satellite signals. 
0045. In the following description, numerous specific 
details are introduced to provide a thorough understanding of 
and enabling description for, the systems and methods 
described. One skilled in the relevant art, however, will rec 
ognize that these embodiments can be practiced without one 
or more of the specific details, or with other components, 
systems, etc. In other instances, well-known structures or 
operations are not shown, or are not described in detail, to 
avoid obscuring aspects of the disclosed embodiments. 
0046 FIG. 1 shows a positioning system in an embodi 
ment. The positioning system, also referred to herein as the 
wide area positioning system (WAPS), or “system', includes 
a network of synchronized beacons, receiver units that 
acquire and track the beacons and/or Global Positioning Sys 
tem (GPS) satellites (and optionally have a location compu 
tation engine), and a server that comprises an index of the 
towers, a billing interface, a proprietary encryption algorithm 
(and optionally a location computation engine). The system 
operates in the licensed/unlicensed bands of operation and 
transmits a proprietary waveform for the purposes of location 
and navigation purposes. The WAPS system can be used in 
conjunction with other positioning systems for better location 
solution or the WAPS system can be used to aid other posi 
tioning systems. In the context of this document, a positioning 
system is one that localizes one or more of latitude, longitude 
and altitude coordinates. 

0047. In this document, whenever the GPS is referred to, 
it is done so in the broader sense of GNSS (Global Navigation 
Satellite System) which may include other existing satellite 
positioning systems such as Glomass as well as future posi 
tioning systems such as Galileo and Compass/Beidou. 
0048 FIG. 2 shows a synchronized beacon in an embodi 
ment. The synchronized beacons of an embodiment, also 
referred to herein as beacons, form a CDMA network, and 
each beacon transmits a Pseudo Random Number (PRN) 
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sequence with good cross-correlation properties such as a 
Gold Code sequence with a data stream of embedded assis 
tance data. Alternatively, the sequences from each beacon 
transmitter can be staggered in time into separate slots in a 
TDMA format. 

0049. In a terrestrial positioning system, one of the main 
challenges to overcome is the near-far problem wherein, at 
the receiver, a far-away transmitter will get jammed by a 
nearby transmitter. To address this issue, beacons of an 
embodiment use a combination of CDMA and TDMA tech 
niques in which local transmitters can use separate slots 
(TDMA) (and optionally different codes (CDMA)) to allevi 
ate the near-far problem. Transmitters further afield would be 
allowed to use the same TDMA slots while using different 
CDMA codes. This allows wide-area scalability of the sys 
tem. The TDMA slotting can be deterministic for guaranteed 
near-far performance or randomized to provide good average 
near-far performance. The carrier signal can also be offset by 
some number of hertz, (for example, a fraction of the Gold 
code repeat frequency) to improve cross-correlation perfor 
mance of the codes to address any near-far issues. When two 
towers use the same TDMA slot but different codes, the 
cross-correlation in the receiver can be further rejected by 
using interference cancellation of the stronger signal before 
detecting the weaker signal. 
0050. Another important parameter in the TDMA system 

is the TDMA slotting period (also called a TDMA frame). 
Specifically, in the WAPS system, the TDMA frame duration 
is time period between two consecutive slots of the same 
transmitter. The TDMA frame duration is determined by the 
product of the number of transmitter slots required for posi 
tioning in the coverage area and the TDMA slot duration. The 
TDMA slot duration is determined by the sensitivity require 
ments, though sensitivity is not necessarily limited by a single 
TDMA slot. One example configuration may use 1 second as 
the TDMA frame duration and 100 ms as the TDMA slot 
duration. 

0051. Additionally, the beacons of an embodiment can use 
a preamble including assistance data or information can be 
used for channel estimation and Forward Error Detection 
and/or Correction to help make the data robust. The assistance 
data of an embodiment includes, but is not limited to, one or 
more of the following: precise system time at either the rising 
or falling edge of a pulse of the waveform; Geocode data 
(Latitude, Longitude and Altitude) of the towers; geocode 
information about adjacent towers and index of the sequence 
used by various transmitters in the area; clock timing correc 
tions for the transmitter (optional) and neighboring transmit 
ters; local atmospheric corrections (optional); relationship of 
WAPS timing to GNSS time (optional); indication of urban, 
semi-urban, rural environment to aid the receiver in pseudo 
range resolution (optional); and, offset from base index of the 
PN sequence or the index to the Gold code sequence. In the 
transmit data frame that is broadcast, a field may be included 
that includes information to disable a single or a set of receiv 
ers for safety and/or license management reasons. 
0.052 The transmit waveform timing of the transmissions 
from the different beacons and towers of an embodiment are 
synchronized to a common timing reference. Alternatively, 
the timing difference between the transmissions from differ 
ent towers should be known and transmitted. The assistance 
data is repeated at an interval determined by the number and 
size of the data blocks, with the exception of the timing 
message which will be incremented at regular intervals. The 
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assistance data maybe encrypted using a proprietary encryp 
tion algorithm, as described in detail herein. The spreading 
code may also be encrypted for additional Security. The signal 
is up-converted and broadcast at the predefined frequency. 
The end-to-end delay in the transmitter is accurately cali 
brated to ensure that the differential delay between the bea 
cons is less than approximately 3 nanoseconds. Using a dif 
ferential WAPS receiver at a surveyed location listening to a 
set of transmitters, relative clock corrections for transmitters 
in that set can be found. 

0053. The tower arrangement of an embodiment is opti 
mized for coverage and location accuracy. The deployment of 
the towers will be arranged in Such away as to receive signals 
from 3 or more towers in most of the locations within the 
network and at the edge of the network, Such that the geomet 
ric dilution of precision (GDOP) in each of these locations is 
less than a predetermined threshold based on the accuracy 
requirement. Software programs that do RF planning studies 
will be augmented to include the analysis for GDOP in and 
around the network. GDOP is a function of receiver position 
and transmitter positions. One method of incorporating the 
GDOP in the network planning is to set up an optimization as 
follows. Function to be minimized is volume integral of the 
square of GDOP over the coverage volume. The volume 
integration is with respect to the (x, y, z) coordinates of the 
receiver position. The minimization is with respect to the n 
transmitter position coordinates (x, y, Z), (x, y, z), . . . 
(x, y, Z.) in a given coverage area Subject to the constraints 
that they are in the coverage Volume: X, <x<x 
y, sysy, Z, is Zsz, for i-1,..., n with x, y, and 
Z, being the lower limits and with X,Y, and Z being 
the upper limits of the coverage volume. The function to be 
minimized can be written as 

f(xi, yi, 3i: i = 1, 2, ... n) = 

? GDOP(x, y, z, x, y, zi: i = 1, 2, ... n.) 

0054 Additionally, the function to be minimized may be 
weighted according to the importance (i.e. performance qual 
ity required) of the coverage region R. 

f(xi, yi, (; ; i = 1, 2, ... n) = 

wa? ?oports, y, 3, Xi, yi, (; ; i = 1, 2, ... n.) 
i xyze Ri 

0.055 An additional constraint on the tower coordinate 
locations can be based on location of already available towers 
in the given area. The coordinatization of all coordinates can 
typically be done in local level coordinate system with aver 
age east as positiveX, average north as positive y and average 
vertical up as positive Z. The software which solves the above 
constrained minimization problem will output optimized 
transmitter positions (X1, y1, Z1), (x2, y2, Z2). . . . (x, y, Z.) 
that would minimize the function f. 
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arg min 
xi.yi,zi, i=1,2,... n. 

(f(x, y, zi, i = 1, 2, ... n.)) 

0056. This technique can be applied for both wide area 
networks (like in a city) or in a local deployment (like in a 
mall). In one example configuration, the network of transmit 
ters is separated by a distance of approximately 30 km in a 
triangular/hexagonal arrangement around each metropolitan 
area. Each tower can radiate via a corresponding antenna up 
to a maximum power in a range of approximately 20W to 1 
kWEIRP. In another embodiment, the towers can be localized 
and can transmit at power levels as low as 1 W. The frequency 
bands of operation include any licensed or unlicensed band in 
the radio spectrum. The transmit antenna of an embodiment 
includes an omni-directional antenna, or multiple antennas/ 
arrays that can help with diversity, sectoring etc. 
0057 Adjacent towers are differentiated by using different 
sequences with good cross-correlation properties to transmit 
or alternatively to transmit the same sequences at different 
times. These differentiation techniques can be combined and 
applied to only a given geographical area. For instance the 
same sequences could be reused over the networks in a dif 
ferent geographical area. 
0.058 Local towers can be placed in a given geographical 
area to augment the wide area network towers of an embodi 
ment. The local towers, when used, can improve the accuracy 
of the positioning. The local towers may be deployed in a 
campus like environment or, for public safety needs, sepa 
rated by a distance in a range offew 10s of meters up to a few 
kilometers. 

0059. The towers will preferably be placed on a diversity 
of heights (rather than on similar heights) to facilitate a better 
quality altitude estimate from the position solution. In addi 
tion to transmitters at different latitude/longitude having dif 
ferent heights, another method to add height diversity to the 
towers is to have multiple WAPS transmitters (using different 
code sequences) on the same physical tower (with identical 
latitude and longitude) at different heights. Note that the 
different code sequences on the same physical tower can use 
the same slots, because transmitters on the same tower do not 
cause a near-far problem. 
0060 WAPS transmitters can be placed on pre-existing or 
new towers used for one or more other systems (such as 
cellular towers). WAPS transmitter deployment costs can be 
minimized by sharing the same physical tower or location. In 
order to improve performance in a localized area (Such as, for 
example, a warehouse or mall), additional towers can be 
placed in that area to augment the transmitters used for wide 
area coverage. Alternatively, to lower costs of installing full 
transmitters, repeaters can be placed in the area of interest. 
0061. Note that the transmit beacon signals used for posi 
tioning discussed above need not be transmitters built exclu 
sively for WAPS, but can be signals from any other system 
which are originally synchronized in time or systems for 
which synchronization is augmented through additional tim 
ing modules. Alternately, the signals can be from systems 
whose relative synchronization can be determined through a 
reference receiver. These systems can be, for example, 
already deployed or newly deployed with additional synchro 
nization capability. Examples of Such systems can be broad 
cast systems such as digital and analog TV or MediaFlo. 
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0062 FIG. 3 shows a positioning system using a repeater 
configuration in an embodiment. The repeater configuration 
comprises the following components: 
0063. 1) A common WAPS receive antenna (Antenna 1) 
0064. 2) An RF power amplifier and a splitter/switch con 
nects to various WAPS transmitter antennas (Local Antennas 
1-4). 
0065 3) WAPS User Receiver 
0066 Antenna1 receives, amplifies and distributes 
(Switches) the composite signal to Local Antennas 1-4. The 
Switching should be done (preferably) in a manner Such that 
there is no overlap (collision) of transmissions from different 
repeaters at the user receiver. Collision of transmissions can 
be avoided through the use of guard intervals. The known 
cable delays from the switch to the transmit antenna should be 
compensated either by adding delays at the repeater-ampli 
fier-transmitter to equalize the overall delay for all local 
repeaters or by adjusting the estimated time of arrival from a 
particular repeater by the cable delay at the user-receiver. 
When TDMA is used in the wide area WAPS network, the 
repeater slot Switching rate is chosen Such that each wide area 
slot (each slot will contain one wide area WAPS tower) occurs 
in all repeater slots. One example configuration would use the 
repeater slot duration equal to a multiple of the wide area 
TDMA frame duration. Specifically, if the wide area TDMA 
frame is 1 second, then the repeater slots can be integer 
seconds. This configuration is the simplest, but is Suitable 
only for deployment in a small, limited area because of 
requirement of RF signal distribution on cables. The user 
WAPS receiver uses time-difference of arrival when listening 
to repeater towers to compute position and works under a 
static (or quasi Static) assumption during the repeater slotting 
period. The fact that the transmission is from a repeater can be 
detected automatically by the fact that each WAPS tower 
signal shows the same timing difference (jump) from one 
repeater slot to the next one. 
0067 FIG. 4 shows a positioning system using a repeater 
configuration, under an alternative embodiment. In this con 
figuration each repeater comprises a WAPS repeater-receiver 
and an associated coverage-augmentation WAPS transmitter 
with local antenna (which can be indoors, for example). The 
WAPS repeater receiver should be able to extract WAPS 
system timing information as well as WAPS data stream 
corresponding to one wide area WAPS transmitter. The 
WAPS system timing and data corresponding to one wide 
area WAPS transmitter are passed to the corresponding local 
area WAPS transmitters which can then re-transmit the WAPS 
signal (for example, using a different code and the same slot). 
The transmitter will include additional data in its transmis 
sion Such as latitude, longitude and altitude of the local 
antenna. In this configuration, the WAPS user receiver opera 
tion (range measurement and position measurement) can be 
transparent to the fact that the signals are coming from repeat 
ers. Note that the transmitter used in the repeater is cheaper 
than a full WAPS beacon in that it does not need to have a 
GNSS timing unit to extract GNSS timing. 
0068. Depending on the mode of operation of the receiver 

unit, either terminal-based positioning or network-based 
positioning is provided by the system. In terminal based posi 
tioning, the receiver unit computes the position of the user on 
the receiver itself. This is useful in applications like turn-by 
turn directions, geo-fencing etc. In network based position 
ing, the receiver unit receives the signals from the towers and 
communicates or transmits the received signal to a server to 
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compute the location of the user. This is useful in applications 
like E911, and asset tracking and management by a central 
ized server. Position computation in the server can be done in 
near real time or post-processed with data from many sources 
(e.g., GNSS, differential WAPS etc.) to improve accuracy at 
the server. The WAPS receiver can also provide and obtain 
information from a server (similar, for example, to a SUPL 
Secure User Plane server) to facilitate network based posi 
tioning. 
0069. The towers of an embodiment maintain synchroni 
Zation with each other autonomously or using network-based 
synchronization. FIG. 5 shows tower synchronization in an 
embodiment. The following parameters are used in describ 
ing aspects of synchronization: 

System transmitter time-traps. 

Absolute time reference-traps is 

Time Adjustment-ASystem-traps--traps as 

(0070. Note that it is not essential to synchronize WAPS 
system time to an absolute time reference. However, all 
WAPS transmitters are synchronized to a common WAPS 
system time (i.e. relative timing synchronization of all WAPS 
transmitter). Timing corrections of each transmitter relative 
to WAPS system time (if any) should be computed. The 
timing corrections should be made available to the receivers 
either directly through over the air WAPS assistance trans 
mission or through some other communication means. The 
assistance can be delivered, for example, to the WAPS 
receiver through a cellular (or other) modem or through a 
broadcast data from a system (such as Iridium or digital TV or 
MediaFlo or broadcast channels of cellular systems). Alter 
natively, the timing correction can be sent to the server and 
used when computing position at the server. A description of 
tower synchronization of an embodiment follows. 
0071 Under network based synchronization, the towers 
synchronize with each other in a local area. The synchroni 
Zation between towers generally includes transmission of a 
pulse (which can be modulated using any form of modulation 
onto a carrier and/or spread using a spreading code for better 
time resolution which in turn modulates a carrier) and Syn 
chronizing to the pulse edge on the receiver, as described in 
detail herein. 
0072. In the autonomous synchronization mode of an 
embodiment, the towers are synchronized using a local tim 
ing reference. The timing reference can be one of the follow 
ing, for example: GPS receivers; highly accurate clock 
Sources (e.g., Atomic); a local time source (e.g., GPS disci 
plined clock); and, any other network of reliable clock 
sources. Use of signals from XM satellite radio, LORAN, 
eLORAN, TV signals etc. which are precisely time synchro 
nized can be used as a coarse timing reference for the towers. 
As an example in one embodiment, FIG. 6 shows a PPS pulse 
source from a GPS receiver being used to discipline an accu 
rate/stable timing Source Such as a Rubidium, Caesium or a 
hydrogen master in an embodiment. Alternatively, a GPS 
disciplined Rubidium clock oscillator can be used, as shown 
in FIG. 7. 
0073. With reference to FIG. 6, the time constant of the 
PLL in the accurate clock source is set to a large enough 
number (e.g., in the range of 0.5-2 hours) which provides for 
better short term stability (or equivalently, filtering of the 
short term GPS PPS variations) and the GPS-PPS provides 
for longer term stability and wider area coarse synchroni 
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Zation. The transmitter system continuously monitors these 
two PPS pulses (from the GPS unit and from the accurate 
clock Source) and reports any anomaly. The anomalies could 
be that after the two PPS sources being in lock for several 
hours, one of the PPS sources drifts away from the other 
source by a given time-threshold determined by the tower 
network administrator. A third local clock Source can be used 
to detect anomalies. In case of anomalous behavior, the PPS 
signal which exhibits the correct behavior is chosen by the 
transmitter system and reported back to the monitoring sta 
tion. In addition, the instantaneous time difference between 
the PPS input and PPS output of the accurate time source (as 
reported by the time source) can either be broadcast by the 
transmitter or can be sent to the server to be used when post 
processing. 
0074. In the transmitter system, the time difference 
between the rising edge of the PPS pulse input and the rising 
edge of the signal that enables the analog sections of the 
transmitter to transmit the data is measured using an inter 
nally generated high speed clock. FIG. 8 shows a signal 
diagram for counting the time difference between the PPS and 
the signal that enables the analog sections of the transmitter to 
transmit the data in an embodiment. The count that signifies 
that difference is sent to each of the receivers as a part of the 
data stream. Use of a highly stable clock reference Such as a 
Rubidium clock (the clock is stable over hours/days) allows 
the system to store/transmit this correction per tower on the 
device, just in case the device cannot modulate the specific 
tower data anymore. This correction data can also be sent via 
the communication medium to the device, if there is one 
available. The correction data from the towers can be moni 
tored by either reference receivers or receivers mounted on 
the towers that listen to other tower broadcasts and can be 
conveyed to a centralized server. Towers can also periodically 
send this count information to a centralized server which can 
then disseminate this information to the devices in the vicinity 
of those towers through a communication link to the devices. 
Alternatively, the server can pass the information from towers 
(e.g., in a locale) to neighboring towers so that this informa 
tion can be broadcast as assistance information for the neigh 
boring towers. The assistance information for neighboring 
towers may include position (since the towers are static) and 
timing correction information about towers in the vicinity. 
0075. In another embodiment, a wide area differential 
positioning system can be used to correct for timing errors 
from the towers. FIG.9 shows the differential WAPS system 
in an embodiment. A reference receiver (located at a pre 
Surveyed location) is used to receive signals from all the 
towers in the vicinity. Although the principles of differential 
GPS are applied in this method, dealing with the effects of 
non-line-of-sight in the terrestrial case makes it unique. The 
reference receiver's pseudorange (code phase) measurements 
for each tower are time-tagged and then sent to the server. The 
received code phase-based ranges measured at the reference 
receiver for towers and i can be written as follows: 

0076 where pref is the reference receiver to transmit tower 
jgeometric range, dt, and dt are respectively the reference 
receiver and transmitter clock offsets referred to their respec 
tive antennas with respect to a common reference time (say, 
GPS time), c is the speed of light, and e,f, is the measurement 
O1SC. 
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0077. The differences in clock timing between the towers 
i and j, dt'-dt are computed at the server by subtracting the 
two equations above and using the known geometric ranges 
from reference receiver to the transmit towers. This allows for 
elimination of the timing differences between the transmitters 
in the rover/mobile station measurements. Note that averag 
ing over time can be used to get better (e.g., less noisy) 
estimates of the time difference dt'-dt when the clocks used 
in the transmit towers are relatively stable. 
0078. The rover/mobile station's pseudorange measure 
ments are also time tagged and sent to a server. The received 
code phase based ranges measured at the rover/mobile station 
can be written as: 

0079. By subtracting the two equations above and re-ar 
ranging, the result is 

0080. Note that R(t) and R(t) are measured quantities 
and the quantity dt'-dt is computed from the reference 
receiver measurements. Each of prof and pref can be written in 
terms of the unknown coordinates of the receiver and the 
known coordinates of the transmit towers i andj. With three 
range measurements, two range difference equations can be 
formed as above to obtain a two-dimensional position solu 
tion or with four range measurements, three range difference 
equations can be formed as above to obtain a three-dimen 
sional position. With additional measurements, a least square 
solution can be used to minimize the effect of the noise 
quantities era, and er'. 
I0081 Alternatively, the timing difference corrections can 
be sent back to the mobile station to correct for the errors 
in-situ and to facilitate position computation at the mobile 
station. The differential correction can be applied for as many 
transmitters as can be viewed by both the reference and the 
mobile stations. This method can conceptually allow the sys 
tem to operate without tower synchronization or alternatively 
to correct for any residual clock errors in a loosely synchro 
nized system. 
0082 Another approach is a standalone timing approach 
as opposed to the differential approach above. One way of 
establishing timing synchronization is by having GPS timing 
receivers at each Transmit tower in a specific area receive 
DGPS corrections from a DGPS reference receiver in the 
same area. A DGPS reference receiver installed at a known 
position considers its own clock as a reference clock and finds 
corrections to pseudo-range measurements to the GPS satel 
lites it tracks. The DGPS correction for a particular GPS 
satellite typically comprises total error due to satellite posi 
tion and clock errors and ionospheric and tropospheric 
delays. This total error would be the same for any pseudo 
range measurement made by other GPS receivers in the 
neighborhood of the DGPS reference receiver (typically with 
an area of about 100 Km radius with the DGPS receiver at the 
center) because line of sight between DGPS reference 
receiver and GPS satellite does not change much in direction 
within this neighborhood. Thus, a GPS receiver using DGPS 
correction transmitted by a DGPS reference receiver for a 
particular GPS satellite uses the correction to remove this 
total error from its pseudo-range measurement for that satel 
lite. However in the process it would add the DGPS reference 
receiver's clock bias with respect to GPS time to its pseudo 
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range measurement. But, since this clock bias is common for 
all DGPS pseudo-range corrections, its effect on the timing 
solutions of different GPS receivers would be a common bias. 
But this common bias gives no relative timing errors in the 
timings of different GPS receivers. In particular, if these GPS 
receivers are timing GPS receivers (at known positions) then 
all of them get synced to the clock of DGPS reference 
receiver. When these GPS timing receivers drive different 
transmitters, the transmissions also get synchronized. 
0083. Instead of using corrections from a DGPS reference 
receiver, similar corrections transmitted by Wide Area Aug 
mentation System (WAAS) satellites can be used by GPS 
timing receivers to synchronize transmissions of the transmit 
ters which they drive. An advantage of WAAS is that the 
reference time is not that of the DGPS reference system but it 
is the GPS time itself as maintained by the set of accurate 
atomic clocks. 
0084 Another approach to achieving accurate time syn 
chronization between the towers across a wide area is to use 
time transfer techniques to establish timing between pairs of 
towers. One technique that can be applied is referred to as 
“common view time transfer. FIG. 10 shows common view 
time transfer in an embodiment. The GPS receivers in the 
transmitters that have the view of a common satellite are used 
for this purpose. Code phase and/or carrier phase measure 
ments from each of the towers for the satellites that are in 
common view are time tagged periodically (e.g., minimum of 
once every second) by the GPS receivers and sent to a server 
where these measurements are analyzed. The GPS code 
observable R.' (signal emitted by satellite “i” and observed by 
a receiver “p’) can be written as: 

R(t)-p+c(6'-6+T+I)+c(dt-dt)+er. 
where p. is the receiver-satellite geometric range equal to 
X-X l, X, is the receiver antenna position at signal recep 
tion time, X represents the satellite position at signal emis 
sion time, I. and T. are respectively the ionospheric and 
tropospheric delays, and 6 and 8 are the receiver and sat 
ellite hardware group delays. The variable 6 includes the 
effect of the delays within the antenna, the cable connecting it 
to the receiver, and the receiver itself. Further, dt and dt are 
respectively the receiver and satellite clock offsets with 
respect to GPS time, c is the speed of light, and e is the 
measurement noise. 

0085. The common view time transfer method computes 
the single difference code observable R, d'. which is the dif 
ference between code observables simultaneously measured 
at two receivers (called “p' and “q) as 

R = p, - p. 
geometrical range time difference 

difference between clocks 

Troposhpere & Ionosphere Group delay difference 
delay difference between receivers 

I0086. In calculating the single difference observable, the 
group delay in the satellite as well as the clock error of the 
satellite gets cancelled. Also, note that in the above equation 
the troposphericandionospheric perturbations cancel (or, can 
be modeled, for example in cases where the receiver separa 
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tion is large). Once the group delay differences between the 
receivers are calibrated, the desired time difference c(dt-dt) 
between the receiver clocks can be found from the equation. 
The single difference across multiple time and satellite mea 
surements can be combined to further improve the quality of 
the estimated time difference. In a similar manner, the single 
difference carrier phase equation for common view time 
transfer can be written as: 

i - i i i i i i d = p, - p + c(dt - dt)+c(T-T)+c(I, - 1) + 
geometrical range time difference 

difference 

Tropashpere & ionosphere 
between clocks delay difference 

c(op - dha) 
Group delay difference 

between receivers phase 

+ A(d), - d.) + A(N - N) + (&ap - 8). 
initial ainbiguity in integer anbiguity in 

phase ineasurement 

I0087. Note that since initial phase ambiguity and integer 
ambiguity are present in the above equation, the phase single 
difference cannot be used to determine the time transfer 
directly. A combined use of the code and phase observations 
allows for advantage to be taken of the absolute information 
about time difference from the codes and the precise infor 
mation about the evolution of time difference from the carrier 
phases. The error variance in the carrier phase single differ 
ence is significantly better than the code phase single differ 
ence leading to better time transfer tracking. 
I0088. The resulting errors per tower for a given satellite 
are either sent back to the tower for correction, applied at the 
tower, sent to the receivers over the communication link for 
the additional corrections to be done by the receiver, or sent as 
abroadcast message along with other timing corrections from 
the tower. In specific instances, it might be such that the 
measurements from the towers and the receiver are post 
processed on the server for better location accuracy. A single 
channel GPS timing receiver or a multiple channel timing 
receiver that produces C/A code measurements and/or carrier 
phase measurements from L1 and/or L2 or from other satel 
lite systems such as Galileo/Glomass can be used for this 
purpose of common view time transfer. In multiple channel 
systems, information from multiple satellites in common 
view are captured at the same instant by the receivers. 
0089. An alternative mechanism in “common view time 
transfer is to ensure that different timing GPS receivers in the 
local area (each feeding to its corresponding transmitter) use 
only common satellites in their timing pulse derivation (e.g., 
one pulse per second) but no attempt is made to correct the 
timing pulses to be aligned to the GPS (or UTC) second. The 
use of common view satellites ensure that common errors in 
timing pulses (such as common GPS satellite position and 
clock errors and ionospheric and tropospheric delay compen 
sation errors) pull the errors in timing pulse by about same 
magnitude and relative errors in timing pulses are reduced. 
Since, in positioning, only relative timing errors matter, there 
is no need for any server-based timing error correction. How 
ever, a server can give commands to different GPS receivers 
on which GPS satellites are to be used in deriving timing 
pulses. 
0090. An alternative method of time transfer is the “two 
way time transfer technique. FIG. 11 shows the two-way 
time transfer in an embodiment. Consider two towers that are 
used to time against each other. Transmissions from each of 
the two transmitters starts on the PPS pulse and a time interval 
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counter is started on the receive section (WAPS Receiver) of 
the transmit towers. The received signal is used to stop the 
time interval counter on either side. The results from the time 
interval counter are sent over the data modem link to the 
WAPS server where these results along with transmit times 
are compared and the errors intiming between the two towers 
can be computed. This can then be extended to any number of 
towers. In this method, the relationship between the counter 
measurements AT, at tower i and AT, at tower j, and the time 
difference dt, between the clockini and j can be represented 
aS 

1 1 
dt = T-T = (AT-AT) + (if + r )-(f-ti), 

wheret, & t? are the transmitter delays of the towers, and 
t& tfix are the receiver delays of towers. The time differ 
ence can be estimated once the transmitter and receiver delays 
are calibrated. 
0091. In addition to the time transfer between towers, the 
timing of the towers relative to GPS time can be found by the 
GPS timing receivers used in common view time transfer. 
Using the range measurement as 

the time correction of local clock relative to GPS time dt is 
computed, after accounting for the delay of the receiver, 
satellite clock errors and ionospheric/tropospheric errors. 
The delay of the receiver 8 can be calibrated by measure 
ment of the group delay. Information from the GPS satellite 
navigation message (either obtained through demodulation or 
from a server) can be used to compute the satellite timing 
correction which eliminates the effect of dt and 8. Simi 
larly, troposphere and ionosphere delay effects are minimized 
using the corrections from an external model. Ionospheric 
corrections can be obtained for example from WAAS mes 
sages. Alternatively, a combination of clock and ionospheric/ 
tropospheric corrections can be obtained from RTCM DGPS 
corrections for the pseudorange, when available. 
0092. The offset relative to GPS time can also be sent as 
part of the data stream from the towers. This enables any 
WAPS receiver that acquires the WAPS signal to provide 
accurate GPS time and frequency aiding to significantly 
reduce GNSS search requirements in a GNSS receiver. 
0093. In an embodiment of the system, the broadcast 
transmitters can be employed ad hoc to provide localized 
indoor position determination. For example, in a fire-safety 
application, the WAPS transmitters would be placed on three 
or more broadcast stations (could be fire trucks, for example). 
The towers would synchronize to each other by one of the 
many means described earlier and broadcast signals. The 
bandwidth and chipping rates would be scaled based on spec 
trum availability and accuracy requirements in that area for 
that application at that time. The receivers would be notified 
of the system parameters through the communication link to 
the devices. 
0094 FIG. 12 shows a receiver unit in an embodiment. 
The beacon signal is received at the antenna on the receiver 
unit, down-converted, demodulated and decrypted and fed to 
the positioning engine. The receiver provides all information 
to reconstruct the signal accurately. The receive antenna can 
be an omni-directional antenna or, alternatively, a number of 
antennas/arrays providing diversity etc. In another embodi 
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ment, the mixing and down conversion can be done in the 
digital domain. Each receiver unit includes or uses a unique 
hardware identification number and a computer generated 
private key. Each receiver unit, in general, stores the last few 
locations in non Volatile memory and can be later queried 
remotely for the last few stored locations. Based on the avail 
ability of the spectrum in a given area, the transmitters and 
receivers can adapt to the available bandwidth and change the 
chipping rate and filter bandwidths for better accuracy and 
multipath resolution. 
0095. In one embodiment, the digital baseband processing 
of the received signals is accomplished using commercially 
available GPS receivers by multiplexing/feeding the signal 
from a GPS RF Section with the WAPS RF module. FIG. 13 
shows the receiver with a WAPS RF module in an embodi 
ment. The RF module includes one or more of Low noise 
amplifiers (LNAS), filters, down-converter, and analog to 
digital converters, to name a few. In addition to these compo 
nents, the signal can be further conditioned to fit the input 
requirements of the GPS receiver using additional processing 
on chip or a custom ASIC or on an FPGA or on a DSP or on 
a microprocessor. The signal conditioning can include digital 
filtering for in-band or out-of band noise (such as ACI— 
adjacent channel interference), translating intermediate or 
baseband frequencies of the input to the GPS IC from the 
frequencies of the WAPS receiver, adjusting the digital signal 
strength so that the GPS IC will be able to process the WAPS 
signal, automatic gain control (AGC) algorithms to control 
the WAPS frontend etc. In particular, the frequency transla 
tion is a very useful feature because this allows the WAPS RF 
module to work with any commercially available GPS 
receiver. In another embodiment, the entire RF frontend chain 
including the signal conditioning circuits for the WAPS sys 
tem can be integrated onto an existing GPS die that contains 
a GPS RF chain. 

0096. In another embodiment, if access to the digital base 
band input is not available, the signal can be up-converted/ 
down-converted from any band to the GPS band and fed into 
the RF section of the GPS receiver. FIG. 14 shows signal 
up-conversion and/or down-conversion in an embodiment. 
0097. In another embodiment, multiple RF chains or tun 
able RF chains can be added to both the transmitter and 
receiver of the WAPS system so as to use the most effective 
frequency of operation in a given area, be it wide or local. The 
choice of frequency can be determined by cleanliness of the 
spectrum, propagation requirements, etc. 

0098. The radio front-end can be shared between WAPS 
and other application. Some parts of the frontend can be 
shared and some may be used on a mutually exclusive basis. 
For example, if the die? system already has a TV (NTSC or 
ATSC or systems like DVB-H, MediaFLO) tuner front-end 
including the antenna, the TV tuner radio and antenna can be 
shared with the WAPS system. They can operate on a mutu 
ally exclusive basis in that, either the system receives TV 
signals or receives WAPS signals at any given time. In another 
embodiment, if it makes it easier to add a WAPS RF section to 
such a system, the antenna can be shared between the TV 
tuner and the WAPS system allowing both systems to operate 
simultaneously. In cases where the system/die has a radio like 
an FM radio, the RF front-end can be modified to accommo 
date both the WAPS system and the FM radio and these radios 
can operate on a mutually exclusive basis. Similar modifica 
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tions can be done for systems that have some RF frontends 
that operate in close frequency proximity to the WAPS RF 
band. 
0099. The clock source reference such as crystal, crystal 
oscillator (XO), Voltage Controlled Temperature Compen 
sated Crystal Oscillator (VCTCXO), Digitally-controlled 
Crystal Oscillator (DCXO), Temperature Compensated 
Crystal Oscillator (TCXO), that is used for a GNSS sub 
system can be shared with the WAPS receiver to provide the 
reference clock to the WAPS receiver. This sharing can be 
done on the die or off-chip. 
0100 Alternatively, the TCXONCTCXO used by any 
other system on a cellular phone can shared with the WAPS 
system. FIG. 15 is a block diagram showing clock sharing in 
a positioning system in an embodiment. Note that the trans 
ceiver or processor System block can refer to a variety of 
systems. The transceiver system that shares the clock with the 
WAPS system can be a modem transceiver (for example, a 
cellular or WLAN or BT modem) or a receiver (for example, 
a GNSS, FM or DTV receiver). These transceiver systems 
may optionally control the VCTCXO or DCXO for frequency 
control. Note that the transceiver system and the WAPS sys 
tem may be integrated into a single die or may be separate dies 
and does not impact the clock sharing. The processor can be 
any CPU system (such as an ARM sub-system, Digital Signal 
Processor System) that uses a clock source. In general, when 
a VCTCXO/DCXO is shared, the frequency correction 
applied by the other system may be slowed down as much as 
possible to facilitate WAPS operation. Specifically, the fre 
quency updates within the maximum integration times being 
used in WAPS receiver may be limited to permit better per 
formance (i.e. minimizing SNR loss) for the WAPS receiver. 
Information regarding the state of the WAPS receiver (spe 
cifically, the level of integration being used, acquisition ver 
sus tracking state of the WAPS system) can be exchanged 
with the other system for better coordination of the frequency 
updates. For example, frequency updates could be suspended 
during WAPS acquisition phase or frequency updates can be 
scheduled when the WAPS receiver is in sleep state. The 
communication could be in the form of control signals or 
alternatively in the form of messages exchanged between the 
transceiver system and the WAPS system. 
0101 The WAPS broadcasts signals and messages from 
the towers in such a way that a conventional GPS receiver's 
baseband hardware need not be modified to support both a 
WAPS and a traditional GPS system. The significance of this 
lies in the fact that although the WAPS system has only half 
the available bandwidth as the GPS C/A code system (which 
affects the chip rate), the WAPS broadcast signal is config 
ured to operate within the bounds of a commercial grade C/A 
code GPS receiver. Further, based on signal availability, the 
algorithms will decide whether GPS signals should be used to 
determine position or WAPS signals or a combination thereof 
should be used to get the most accurate location. 
0102 The data transmitted on top of the gold codes on the 
WAPS system can be used to send assistance information for 
GNSS in the cases of a hybrid GNSS-WAPS usage scenario. 
The assistance can be in the form of SV orbit parameters (for 
example, ephemeris and almanac). The assistance may also 
be specialized to SVs visible in the local area. 
0103) In addition, the timing information obtained from 
the WAPS system can be used as fine time aiding for the 
GNSS system. Since the WAPS system timing is aligned to 
GPS (or GNSS) time, aligning to the code and bit of WAPS 
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signal and reading the data stream from any tower provides 
coarse knowledge of GNSS time. In addition, the position 
solution (the receiver's clock bias is a by-product of the 
position solution) determines the WAPS system time accu 
rately. Once the WAPS system time is known, fine time aiding 
can be provided to the GNSS receiver. The timing informa 
tion can be transferred using a single hardware signal pulse 
whose edge is tied to the internal time base of WAPS. Note 
that the WAPS system time is directly mapped onto GPS time 
(more generally, with GNSS time, since the time bases of 
GNSS systems are directly related). The GNSS should be 
able to latch its internal GNSS time base count upon receipt of 
this edge. Alternatively, the GNSS system should be able to 
generate a pulse whose edge is aligned to its internal time base 
and the WAPS system should be capable of latching its inter 
nal WAPS time base. The WAPS receiver then sends a mes 
sage with this information to the GNSS receiver allowing the 
GNSS receiver to map its time base to WAPS time base. 
0104 Similarly, the frequency estimate for the local clock 
can be used to provide frequency aiding to the GNSS receiver. 
Note that frequency estimate from WAPS receiver can be 
used to refine the frequency estimate of the GNSS receiver 
whether or not they share a common clock. When the two 
receivers have a separate clock, an additional calibration 
hardware or software block is required to measure the clock 
frequency of one system against the other. The hardware or 
software block can be in the WAPS Receiversection or in the 
GNSS receiver section. Then, the frequency estimate from 
the WAPS receiver can be used to refine the frequency esti 
mate of the GNSS receiver. 

0105. The information that can be sent from the WAPS 
system to the GNSS system can also include an estimate of 
location. The estimate of location may be approximate (for 
example, determined by the PN code of the WAPS tower) or 
more accurate based on an actual position estimate in the 
WAPS system. Note that the location estimate available from 
the WAPS system may be combined with another estimate of 
position from a different system (for example, a coarse posi 
tion estimate from cellular ID based positioning) to provide a 
more accurate estimate of position that can be used to better 
aid the GNSS system. FIG.16 shows assistance transfer from 
WAPS to GNSS receiver in an embodiment. 

0106 The GNSS receiver can also help improve the per 
formance of the WAPS receiverinterms of Time-To-First-Fix 
(TTFF), sensitivity and location quality by providing loca 
tion, frequency and GNSS time estimates to the WAPS 
receiver. As an example, FIG. 17 is a block diagram showing 
transfer of aiding information from the GNSS receiver to the 
WAPS receiver in an embodiment. Note that the GNSS sys 
tem can be replaced by LORAN, e-LORAN or similar terres 
trial positioning system as well. The location estimate can be 
partial (eg. Altitude or 2-D position), or complete (eg. 3-D 
position) or raw range/pseudo-range data). The range? 
pseudo-range data should be provided along with the location 
of SV (or means to compute the location of the SV such as SV 
orbit parameters) to enable usage of this range information in 
a hybrid solution. All location aiding information should be 
provided along with a metric indicating its quality. When 
providing GNSS time information (which may be transferred 
to the WAPS system using a hardware signal), the offset of 
GNSS time relative to GPS time (if any) should be provided 
to enable usage in the WAPS receiver. Frequency estimates, 
can be provided as an estimate of the clock frequency along 
with a confidence metric (indicating the estimated quality of 
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the estimate, for example, the maximum expected error in the 
estimate). This is sufficient when the GNSS and WAPS sys 
tems share the same clock source. When the GNSS and 
WAPS systems use a separate clock, the GNSS clock should 
also be provided to the WAPS system to enable the WAPS 
system to calibrate (i.e. estimate the relative clock bias of 
WAPS with respect to GNSS clock) or, alternatively, the 
WAPS system should provide its clock to the GNSS system 
and the GNSS system should provide a calibration estimate 
(i.e. an estimate the relative clock bias of WAPS with respect 
to GNSS clock). 
0107 To further improve the sensitivity and TTFF of a 
WAPS receiver, assistance information (such as that would 
otherwise be decoded from the information transmitted by the 
towers) can be provided to the WAPS receiver from a WAPS 
server by other communication media (such as cellular 
phone, WiFi, SMS etc). With the “almanac' information 
already available, the WAPS receiver's job becomes simple 
since the receiver just needs to time align to the transmit 
waveform (without requirement of bit alignment or decod 
ing). The elimination of the need to decode the data bits 
reduces TTFF and therefore saves power since the receiver 
does not need to be continuously powered on to decode all the 
bits. FIG. 18 is an example configuration in which WAPS 
assistance information is provided from a WAPS server in an 
embodiment. 

0108. A beacon may be added to the receiver to further 
improve local positioning. The beacon can include a low 
power RF transmitter that periodically transmits a waveform 
with a signature based on a device ID. For example, the 
signature can be a code that uniquely identifies the transmit 
ter. An associated receiver would be able to find a location of 
the transmitter with a relatively higher accuracy through 
either signal energy peak finding as it scans in all directions, 
or through direction finding (using signals from multiple 
antenna elements to determine direction of signal arrival). 
0109 
0110 Resolution of multipath is critical in positioning 
systems. Wireless channel is often characterized by a set of 
randomly varying multipath components with random phases 
and amplitudes. For positioning to be accurate, it is impera 
tive that the receiver algorithm resolves the line-of-sight 
(LOS) path if present (it will be the first arriving path) or the 
path that arrives first (which may not necessarily be the LOS 
component). 
0111 Traditional methods often work as follows: (1) the 
received signal is cross-correlated with the transmitted 
pseudo-random sequence (e.g. Gold code sequence, which is 
known at the receiver); (2) the receiver locates the first peak of 
the resulting cross-correlation function and estimates that the 
timing of the path that arrived first is the same as the timing 
indicated by the position of this peak. These methods work 
effectively as long as the lowest multipath separation is much 
larger than inverse of the bandwidth available which is often 
not the case. Bandwidth is a precious commodity and a 
method which can resolve multipath with the minimal 
amount of bandwidth is highly desired to improve the effi 
ciency of the system. 
0112 Depending on the channel environment (including 
multipath and signal strength), an appropriate method for 
obtaining an estimate of the earliest arriving path is used. For 
best resolvability, high-resolution methods are used whereas 
for reasonable performance at low SNRs more traditional 
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methods that directly use the cross-correlation peak samples 
and some properties of the correlation function around the 
peak are applied. 
0113 Consider the quantized received signal yn 
sampled at a rate fs given by: 

where yn is the received signal which is the convolution of 
the transmitted pseudo-random sequence Xn with the effec 
tive channel han-hn&hn&hn), wherehan) is the 
transmit filter, hen) is the receive filter and hn is the multi 
path channel. 
0114. One method to find the peak position is by peak 
interpolation using the values Surrounding the apparent peak 
position. The interpolation may be quadratic using one value 
on either side of the peak or may use a higher order polyno 
mial using two or more samples around the peak or may use 
a best fit for the actual pulse shape. In the case of quadratic 
interpolation, a quadratic is fitted to the peak value and the 
values immediately Surrounding the peak. The peak of the 
quadratic determines the peak position that is used for rang 
ing. This method is quite robust and can work well at low 
SNR. 

0.115. An alternative embodiment may use a value other 
than the peak position as the reference position. Note that the 
DLL actually uses the peak position as reference position on 
the correlation function whereas this method uses a point 
different from the peak as reference. This method is motivated 
by the fact that the early edge of the correlation peak is less 
affected by multi-path than the trailing edge. For example, a 
point 75% of chip To from the peak on the undistorted (with 
out channel effects) correlation function may be used as a 
reference point. In this case, the portion of the interpolated 
ZIn function that matches this 75% point is selected and the 
peak is found as 25% of To away from this point. 
0116. Another alternative peak correlation function based 
method may use the peak shape (Such as a measure of distor 
tion of the peak, for example, peak width). Starting from the 
peak location and based on the shape of the peak, a correction 
to the peak location is determined to estimate the earliest 
arriving path. 
0117 High-resolution methods are a class of efficient 
multipath-resolution methods which use Eigen-space decom 
positions to locate the multipath components. Methods such 
as MUSIC, ESPIRIT fall under this class of resolution 
schemes. They are highly powerful schemes as in they can 
resolve effectively much more closely spaced multipath com 
ponents than traditional methods, for the same given band 
width. The high resolution earliest time of arrival method 
attempts to estimate directly the time of arrival of earliest path 
rather than inferring the peak position from the peak values. 
The below assumes that a coarse-acquisition of the transmit 
ted signal is already available at the receiver and the start of 
the pseudo-random sequence is known roughly at the 
receiver. 
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0118 FIG. 19 illustrates estimating an earliest arriving 
path in hn in an embodiment. The method to determine the 
earliest path comprises the following operations, but is not so 
limited: 

0119) 1. Cross-correlate the received samples yn with 
the transmit sequence Xn to obtain the result Zn. 
When the cross-correlation is written in terms of a con 
Volution, 
zfnj=yfni (8 x*/-n/ 

0.120. The equation can be re-written as 
zfnj=hifnj8 p.?n) 

I0121 where pn is the autocorrelation function of the 
pseudo-random sequence 

0.122 2. Locate the first peak of Zn and denote it as 
ne. Extract wL samples to the left of the peak and wR 
samples to the right of the peak of Zn and denote this 
vector as pV. 

I0123. The vectorpV denotes the useful part of the cross 
correlation result Zn. In the ideal case, in the absence of 
channel distortion and when the channel BW is not 
limited, the choosing wL-wR=fT would be sufficient 
to determine the timing of the received signal. In the 
presence of limited BW, for the case when the pseudo 
random code Xn is a sequence of +1/-1s, the optimal 
method to choose wL and wRare to choose them as the 
non-Zero values (or, more generally, values >a certain 
threshold defined as a fraction of the peak value are 
selected) present on the left and right side of the peak of 
pn=htxn&n respectively. One other consideration 
in the choice of w and wr is to select enough uncor 
related noise samples to obtain enough information 
regarding the noise Sub-space. In addition, the integers 
wL and wir should be chosen to include all possible 
multipath components especially on the left side (i.e. 
through choice of wL) to help resolve far-out multipath 
components. Including too many samples beyond f.T. 
increases the amount of noise introduced in the pV vec 
tor and hence has to be curtailed. Through simulation 
and experiments, a typical set of values for wL and wr 
are 3f.T. and 3f.T., respectively. 
0.124 Note that Zn(and in turn pV) contains the 
effect of the channel hn, the transmit filterh, In, the 
receive filter h. In and the autocorrelation function 
of the pseudo-random sequence (pin). In order to 
estimate the earliest arriving path in the channel, the 
other effects need to be eliminated. In many cases the 
transmit and receive pulse-shapes are matched for 
best noise performance, but that constraint is not 
required for this algorithm to work. The reference 
correlation function is defined as pn-p,n (8 h, 
n&h. In which needs to be estimated and elimi 
nated before pV can be used for estimation of earliest 
arriving path. 

(0.125 3. The Reference correlation function (pin) is 
estimated next. 

0.126 One method to obtain the reference cross-cor 
relation is as follows: perform steps 1-2 on a ideal 
channel (a so called “cabled link”) to obtain the cor 
responding peak vectorpV pVr, contains the use 
ful samples of the reference correlation function (p, 

es 
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In). FIG. 20 illustrates estimating reference correla 
tion function in an embodiment. 

I0127. The “Cabled link” method involves sending 
the modulated signal from the transmitter front-end 
(power-amplifier and transmit antenna is by-passed) 
through an ideal channel (for example, a cable) to 
the receiver front-end (bypass the receive antenna). 
Note that the ideal channel can have some delay and 
attenuation, but should not add any other distortion 
and must have high SNR. For the best performance, 
the cabled reference needs to be generated sepa 
rately for each pseudo-random sequence as they have 
different autocorrelation functions and hence differ 
ent references. It is also then critical to choose PRNs 
properly for the best autocorrelation functions (spe 
cifically, their close in autocorrelation side-lobes 
should be well Suppressed compared to the peak) 
which will result in the best overall performance of 
the timing-resolution method, since autocorrelation 
sidelobes can get mistaken for multipath unless Suf 
ficiently attenuated. 

I0128 Assuming transmit filter responses are controlled, 
one calibration of the response on cabled link is required per 
receiver during production. If receiver filter characteristics 
can be controlled (for example, for a bunch of receivers), then 
the calibration on cabled link of the response can be further 
reduced to one calibration measurement for a set of receivers. 
I0129. An alternative method for determining the reference 
correlation function (pin) is to compute the individual com 
ponents (pin. hn and hen analytically and to convolve 
them to arrive at the reference correlation function (p,n). 
Note that this method depends on the extent to which transmit 
and receive filter impulse responses can be controlled in an 
actual implementation. 

0130. 4. Improve the SNR in the estimate of pV by 
coherently averaging across multiple gold codes and 
even across multiple bits. Averaging across multiple bits 
can be done coherently after decisions on the individual 
bits being transmitted have been made. In other words 
using decision feedback before integration across bits. 
Note that improved SNR can be obtained equivalently 
by performing averaging in the cross-correlation func 
tion estimation in Step 1. 

0131 5. Calculate the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of 
length N of pV and pV with Zero padding of N 
(wL+wR) Zeros to obtain the length N vectors pV, 
and pV, respectively. An optimal value for Nimris 
obtained by checking resolvability of multipath through 
simulations using both synthetic and real measured 
channels. A typical value of Nimr was found to be greater 
than or equal to 4096. The 
pV-FFTIpV Zeropad 

pVRF-FFTIpVR-Zeropad 

(0132 6. Calculate 

pVrk 
Hill k = fitti PVRef. Frog k 

to obtain the frequency domain estimate (corrupted with 
noise) of the channel hn. If the received sequence yn is 
oversampled by N(i.e. 
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for a transmit pulse shape band-limited to +/- 1/Tc) and if the 
transmit and receive pulse-shaping filters are perfectly band 
limited with BW=1/Tc, then exactly 

Nift N = 
2Nos 

positive and negative samples around DC of Han (k) are 
non-zero (i.e. usable) for estimation of the real channel, H 
k. From our studies, we have concluded that 

real 

Nii 
20N 

samples on either side of DC should be picked for the best 
performance of the resolution algorithm, where CD1 is cho 
sen based on the actual pulse-shaping filters used at the trans 
mitter and receiver and the autocorrelation function (pl. n. 
Note that including the frequency transition band of p(n) 
causes noise enhancement and C. is chosen large enough to 
exclude these frequencies in the selected Samples. However, 
choosing C. too large will cause loss of signal information. A 
preferred choice of C.-1.25 for real band-limited functions 
based on raised-cosine filter shapes with Small excess band 
width has been used in the implementation. 

I0133) 7. If the DC component of Hak) is at index 0, 
the reduced H vector. His defined as: 
H-IHai (Nn-N+1)... HalifNIHiOHill... 

HalifNII 

0.134 8. Construct the matrix Pfrom the reduced chan 
nel estimate vector Hk. 

H(M) ... H(2N-1) | H'(0) ... H'(2N - M + 1) 
H(M - 1) ... H(2N-2) H'(1) ... H'(2N - M + 2) 

H(0) ... H(2N - M + 1) H'(M) ... H'(2N - 1) 

0.135 where 1.<M<2N is a parameter and ()' represents 
conjugate of the complex number. Define the estimated 
covariance matrix R of the reduced channel estimate 
vector Hkas 

0.136. If M is chosen to be too small (close to 1), then the 
eigen-values of R are very limited in number and, as a 
result, the high-resolution algorithm cannot delineate 
between the signal and noise. If M is chosen too large 
(close to 2N), then the covariance matrix estimate R is 
unreliable as the amount of averaging in obtaining the 
covariance is inadequate and also the covariance matrix 
Robtained is rank-deficient. Thus, a value of M which is 
right in the middle of its allowable range i.e. M-N is a 
good choice. This has also been verified empirically. 
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0.137 9. Perform singular value decomposition (SVD) 
on Ras 

0.138. Where U is a matrix of the left singular vectors, V 
is the matrix of the right singular vectors and D is the 
diagonal matrix of singular values. 

0.139 10. Construct the vector of sorted singular values 
sV as: SV=diagonal elements of D sorted in descending 
order. 

0140 11. The next key step is to separate the signal and 
noise Subspaces. In other words, to select an index nS in 
the vector sV such that the singular values sVns+1 ... 
sVIN correspond to noise. Define a vector of noise 
singular values as SV. 

0.141. There are a number of methods possible to sepa 
rate the singular values corresponding to the noise Sub 
space and find a representation for the basis vectors of 
the noise Sup-space: 
0.142 a) All singular values which are smaller than 

max(SV) 
T 

where T is ahreshold value which is a function of the signal 
noise ratio (e.g. SNR on the chip) T=f(SNR). 

0.143 FIG. 21 illustrates estimating noise sub-space in 
an embodiment. 
0144 b) All singular values less than 

in mov) meants V(L.M) x T.), T 

where L is a parameter which can be chosen greater than 
delay-spread (e.g. N/2) and Tis another threshold value 
determined empirically (typical value can be 1000). 

0145 FIG. 22 illustrates estimating noise sub-space, 
under an alternative embodiment. 
0146 c) Another method involves determining the 
noise subspace by repeatedly estimating the SNR for 
different partitions of noise and signal-plus-noise 
Subspaces and comparing with another estimate of 
SNR. FIG. 23 illustrates estimating noise sub-space, 
under another alternative embodiment. 
0147 1) Calculate estimate of SNR as follows: 
0148 i. Assume that the noise is represented by 
the SV() in n+1 ... M. Calculate noise variance 
aS 

i 

X. SV(i) 
Ci (n) = M - n + 1 

3. 

0.149 ii. Calculate the signal power as P (n) X, " 
(sV(i) -O. (n)) 

Sig 

0150. iii. Estimate of SNR: 

Pig (ns) 
SNR(n) = Cit (n,) 
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0151. 2) An alternative estimate of SNR is obtained 
through other methods (e.g. SNR on chip). One method 
of estimating SNR directly is as follows: 
0152 i. If the received data samples (after frequency 
error removal and re-sampling to Tc-spaced samples 
and code de-correlation) are given by X, (where the X, 
are chip-spaced starting from the interpolated peak 
position). 

0153 ii. The signal is estimated as 

0154 iii. The noise is estimated as 

W 
r 1 M .2 

R - will), (X, -S) 

0155 iv. The SNR is estimated as 

u- S 

SNR = 
N 

0156 3) Choose the noise singular values as sV(ns, 
ins+1, ....M) which satisfy the following condition: 
in Smallest in SNR(ns)> SNR 

0157 d) Another method involves determining the 
noise subspace by repeatedly estimating the SNR for 
different partitions of noise and signal Subspaces using 
c)1) and choosing a partition n. Such that step 

nargmax ns/SNR(n)-SNR(n-1 ),-2. 

0158 FIG. 24 illustrates estimating noise sub-space, 
under yet another alternative embodiment. 
0159 e) FIG. 25 illustrates estimating noise sub 
space, under still another alternative embodiment. 
(0160 1) Define 

Len = wL + wir 
18i fT. 

Then the first wLen Singular values represent the significant 
signal-plus-noise Subspace or noise Subspace singular values 
(the rest of the singular values represent correlated noise and 
signal and quantization effects). 

(0161 
0162 i. Assume that the noise is represented by the 
SV(i): in n+1 . . . wLen; 1<nswLen, calculate 
noise variance as: 

2) Calculate estimate of SNR as follows: 
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wen 

X. SV(i) 
2 

cas (its) = S 

(0163) ii. Calculate the signal power as P(n)=x, "- 
1sV(i)-O, f(n) 

0.164 iii. Estimate of SNR: 

Pig (ns) 
SNR(n) = i, 

(0165 3) Define n-smallest n: SNR(ns)>(SN 
R (wLen)-thresDB). Then n up to winLen repre 
sent the noise singular values. A typical value of thresDB 
is 10. 

0166 12. Choose the corresponding noise right-singu 
lar vectors to build V, i.e. choose all vectors in V which 
correspond to the noise singular values and build the 
noise Subspace matrix V. 

(0167. 13. Estimate Time of Arrival of the first path: 
(0168 a) Define 

2 2. 2 2. H 

(o(i) 1 *f; it?" * * kit-fir 

(0169 b) Calculate 

O(t) = co(t)h Vy Vico(t) 

for a range of values of T (T eT, -TI). The resolution 
of search AT can be chosen as Small as required. As an 
example, T =5 and AT=0.05 so that T is searched for in the 
range I-5.5 in steps of 0.05. 

(0170 14. Peaks of S2(T) will provide the positions of 
channel impulses relative to the coarse peak, n. 
Theoretically, first peak will correspond to LOS path. 
Based on information about the propagation environ 
ment which could be encoded in the transmission from 
the base-station, it is possible to control T. For 
example, if the delay-spread is large, then T can be 
chosen to be larger (e.g. 10) and if it is less then T can 
be chosen as a smaller value (e.g. 4). 

0171 Combination Methods: Apart from the standalone 
methods discussed above, numerous other combination 
methods are possible. Combination of schemes based on SNR 
on chip is an effective method. The following describes a list 
of combination Schemes that can be realized in practice: 

(0172 1. For chipSNR less than chipSNRRef, pick 
method 12(d) to choose noise singular values. Otherwise 
choose method 12(a). 

(0173 2. For chipSNR greater than chipSNRRef, pick 
method 12(d) to choose noise singular values and esti 
mate peak position. Otherwise, use direct peak estima 
tion techniques (such as peak interpolation, peak shape) 
starting from the cross-correlation function Zn. 
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(0174 3. For chipSNR less than chipSNRRef, pick 
method 12(e) to choose noise singular values. Otherwise 
choose method 12(a). 

(0175. A typical value of chipSNRRef is 10 dB. 
(0176 Computation of Position 
(0177. The location of the receiver unit is determined by the 
positioning engine available either on the terminal unit or the 
server. The receiver can use the range measurements from the 
system or combine the system range measurements with any 
of the measurements from other signals of opportunity. A 
Sufficient set of range measurements yields a position fix 
provided that the measurements derive from known locations. 
The range equation in 3D space is given by 

0.178 The location of the transmitters is given by (x, y, z) 
and the unknown location of the mobile units is given by (X, 
Y. Z) in some local coordinate frame. Three or more trans 
mitters produce three or more range measurements that are 
used to compute a fix. The measurement has a receiver time 
bias additive term as well, because the receiver time is not 
synchronized to the WAPS timing. 

0179 This equation is referred to later as “Pseudorange 
Measurement Equation’. Note that the time bias is common 
because the transmitters are timing synchronized. The pseu 
doranges must be corrected for transmit timing corrections 
which are available from the data stream embedded in the 
transmission from each transmitter. This delta time bias cre 
ates a new unknown parameter, so a minimum of four mea 
Surements are used for a solution. A barometric altimeter 
measurement provides the needed information for a solution 
aS 

Baroe=(z-Z). 

0180. One method of solving these non-linear simulta 
neous equations is to linearize the problem at an arbitrary 
initial point and then iteratively finding corrections to this 
initial position to iteratively leads to the final solution. This 
method uses an initial guess for the X, Y, Z Solution, so the 
centroid of the transmitters is used as 

(Xo, Yo, Zo) = (1/n), (x, y, z). 
i=l 

0181 
form 

The final position solution is assumed to be of the 

0182. The geometric range can be expanded in a Taylor 
series about (X,Y,Z.At)=(X, Y, Zo, Ato) 

dy + 
(X0,020A to) 
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-continued 
r or 

dZ = 1 + - dX + 
8. (X0,020Ato) ovl(Xo, Yo Zo-Ato) 

r r 
dy + - dZ+ cdAt 

y(x0,yozo Ato) 0<lexo-Yozo Ato) 

0183 where the estimated ranges are computed as 

and the partial derivatives are given by 

0185. In this embodiment, four linear equations with four 
unknowns are shown. Additional range estimates would pro 
duce more rows in the matrix. The result is the set of equations 

(x - Xo) fi (y1 - Xo)ff (31 - Zo)f 1 cX R - if 
(x2 - Xo)f 2 (y2 - Yo)ff (32 - Zo)f 1 X SY R2 - 
(x3 - Xo)f 3 (ys - Yo)ff3 (23 - Zo)f 1 dZ R3 - 

O O 1 O CoAf 2h - Zo 

0186 The last row of the observation matrix represents the 
barometric altimeter measurement. The column of three 1 
represents the same time bias on all three ranges. These equa 
tion are in the form of Ax=b. The solutionX=A'*b. Note that 
in the absence of a barometer measurement, one more addi 
tional measurement would add an additional row similar to 
rows 1 to 3 of the matrix above. This additional measurement 
would enable estimation of the altitude of the receiver. Note 
that when there are more measurements available than the 
number of unknowns, then the solution would be based on the 
pseudoinverse of A given by A+=(AA)'A' and the least 
square solution is given by x=A+ b. When the quality of 
measurements are not equal, the optimal way of solving the 
equations AX=b in the least Square sense is to use a weight 
proportional to the SNR for the error from each equation. This 
leads to a solution x=A+ b with A+=(AWA)'A'W. The 
diagonal weighting matrix W formed by the weight propor 
tional to the noise variance of the measurements. The Solution 
of these equations produces a delta correction to the X, Y, Z 
and delta time estimates, such that 

X Xo cX 
Y Yo SY 

-- 
Z Zo dZ 

At 1 Ato ÖAt 

0187. This completes the first iteration of the method. The 
updated position and time bias estimates replace initial guess 
and the algorithm continue until the delta parameters are 
below some threshold value. A typical stopping point would 
be for the norm of the delta values are below a certain thresh 
old (for example, one meter). 
0188 The system of linearized equations in the GPS is 
Solved using least squares and an initial guess about the 
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location of the user Such that the algorithm converges to the 
final user location. The linearization is based on the funda 
mental assumption that the distance between the satellites and 
the user position is larger than the distance between the user 
position on the earth and the guessed position. For the same 
set of equations to work in a terrestrial environment (with 
Small geometry), the initial guess can be based on the centroid 
(as above), a point close to the transmitter from which the 
received signal is the strongest, or obtained by a direct method 
which gives a closed form Solution by means of a sequence of 
formulae with no iterations. When the initial guess is a cen 
troid or a point close to the transmitter from which the 
received signal is the strongest, the initial guess is improved 
using a least squares method. When the initial guess is 
obtained by a direct method which gives a closed form solu 
tion by means of a sequence of formulae with no iterations, 
the initial solution itself is the final solution and it is improved 
using least squares only when there are more measurements 
(and hence equations) than unknowns with individual mea 
Surements weighted by using the expected errors in those 
measurements (which are obtained from Such parameters as 
signal strength and elevation angle). Further, if a sequence of 
measurements is to be processed in time, a solution obtained 
as above may be fed to a Kalman filter to obtain an optimal 
solution “trajectory”. 
0189 Another approach that overcomes the linearization 
problem in terrestrial cases involves formulating the set of 
equations as a non-linear minimization problem (specifically 
as a weighted non-linear least squares problem). Specifically, 
the non-linear objective function to be minimized is defined 
aS 

0190. The weights W, are chosen to be inversely propor 
tional to the SNR of the measured ranges R. The best estimate 
of the receiver location is obtained as the set of (X,Y,Z.At) that 
minimizes the objective function. When barometer or other 
altitude aiding is available then the objective function gets 
modified to 

f(X, Y, Z = Zaro, At) = 

N- 2 

0191 The position solution based on this method will be 
more stable and robust, particularly under Small geometry 
terrestrial system configuration. In this configuration, Small 
changes in receiver coordinates significantly changes the 
observation matrix and sometimes leads to lack of conver 
gence of the linearized iterations. Convergence to a local 
minimum or divergence occurs more often due to residual 
bias in the measurements which affects the shape of the 
objective function so that local minima can be present. 
Residual bias can be quite common in indoor/urban canyon 
environments. The non-linear formulation above makes the 
position algorithm robust to measurement bias besides over 
coming the Small geometry linearization problem. 
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0.192 One approach to perform the minimization of the 
function f to obtain optimal X, Y, Z is to use a genetic 
algorithm (such as differential evolution) to find the global 
minimum of the function. The use of Such an algorithm 
enables the solution to avoid local minima that occur in Small 
geometry terrestrial positioning when multi-path bias is 
present in the range measurements. 
0193 Irrespective of whether linearized least squares or 
non-linear least squares method is used to solve the pseudo 
range measurement equations, it is important for a quality 
metric to be provided along with a position estimate. The 
position quality metric should be a function of the pseudo 
range measurement equation residuals, the quality of the 
measurements as well as the geometry of the towers relative 
to the estimated position. The pseudo-range measurement 
residual for the ith tower measurement is given by 

0.194 
given by 

The average weighted rms pseudo-range residual is 

PR = 
X, W, X PR,...? 

XEW, 

(0195 The HDOP, VDOP, PDOP are defined from the 
diagonal elements of H=(AA)' A' as 

0196. The pseudo-range RMS (root-mean-square) error at 
a particular SNR is given by 

PRE=f(VSNR) 

0.197 where f is generally a non-linear monotonic 
decreasing function of its argument. The function fican be 
derived analytically for a particular receiver configuration as 
a function of signal BW and receiver BW or alternatively, 
found from simulation as a table mapping SNR to range error. 
0198 The quality metric for 2-D position is defined as 

QM =HDOPXVPR, PRExc. 
0199 Similarly, the quality metric for the altitude and 3-D 
position is given by 

QM =VDOPxVPR, PRExo. 

QM =PDOPxVPR, +PRE xC. 

0200. The quantity C. is chosen based on the level of con 
fidence desired. For example, a value of 3 would be used to 
obtain 95% confidence, while a value of 1 would be used for 
68% confidence. 
0201 Another method of positioning using the WAPS sys 
tem involves the use of a WAPS reference receiver in a dif 
ferential scheme. As shown in “Differential Wide Area Posi 
tioning System’’ and discussed in the context of timing 
synchronization, the time-stamped reference receiver mea 
Surements along with the latitude, longitude, altitude of the 
WAPS towers and the reference receiver can be used to deter 
mine the timing delta between WAPS tower transmissions at 
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the specific time-stamp. Once the timing delta between trans 
mitters is known, the range equations can be reduced to have 
a single common time bias again. The WAPS receiver then 
can avoid demodulation of the WAPS data stream (for 
example, to extract the timing corrections from the data 
stream). The WAPS receiver measurements can be sent to the 
server and the position can then be computed at the server or, 
alternatively, the reference receiver measurements can be 
relayed to the WAPS receiver and the position can be com 
puted there. It is assumed that the latitude, longitude and 
altitude of the WAPS towers is already known/available for 
use in the position computation. In the case that the WAPS 
data stream is secure, this differential system can avoid the 
need to extract data from the secure data stream for timing 
correction purposes. 
0202 Another alternative method for obtaining position 
ing from the WAPS system uses RSSI finger-printing tech 
niques. A database of WAPS tower transmit powers/locations 
and RSSI levels is built up for a given target area based on 
training measurements in the area for which positioning is 
required. Note that RSSI database can also be augmented 
with Angle of Arrival (AOA) information to improve the 
solution. The WAPS receiver RSSI measurements (and pos 
sibly AOA measurements) are then used to look up this data 
base to obtain a location estimate. An alternative method of 
using the WAPS RSSI measurements would be to translate 
the measurements into a range estimate using a propagation 
model (or simple extrapolation/interpolation techniques) and 
then use tri-lateration to determine the position. Note that the 
RSSI measurements in these finger-printing techniques can 
be replaced by any other measurements that can be translated 
to range. 

0203. An alternative method of computing position using 
the WAPS infrastructure uses a blind method for obtaining 
positioning from the WAPS system without prior knowledge 
of the WAPS tower locations. In this method, the approximate 
location of the WAPS towers are determined by field mea 
Surement (for example, by measuring RSSI from many angles 
around the WAPS tower at GNSS tagged locations and then 
using a weighted average based on RSSI of these locations to 
estimate WAPS tower locations). Then, any of the RSSI fin 
ger-printing methods can be used to determine position (for 
example, as described in the above paragraph). 
0204 An alternative method of computing position using 
the WAPS infrastructure can be used for computing position 
offline. The position computation involves storing the sample 
segments of the WAPS signal (for example, the stored data 
maybe I data at low IF or IQ data at baseband) from the WAPS 
receiver along with optionally an approximate position and a 
WAPS time tag. Note that it is enough to store enough 
samples to be able to acquire the signal. The samples are 
processed at a later time to search, acquire and compute range 
to WAPS towers. The method may use offline data to look-up 
tower locations and timing correction information that may 
be stored in a central database on a server. This method of 
offline position computation provides the ability to Support 
WAPS positioning at the cost of only memory on the device. 
The other advantage of this method is the time taken for 
storing the WAPSIQ data is very short, making it convenient 
for applications that need to tag position quickly, but the exact 
position is not required instantaneously. One possible appli 
cation for this method can be for geo-tagging of photographs. 
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0205 Another approach to positioning uses carrier phase 
measurements in addition to the code phase measurements 
indicated above. The carrier phase measurements can be writ 
ten as: 

0206 Various techniques can be used to resolve the integer 
ambiguity N, in the carrier phase measurements. Code phase 
measurements, measurements at multiple frequencies and/or 
other methods can be used to resolve the ambiguities. Subse 
quently, the carrier phase measurements at time t can provide 
accurate tracking of position starting from an accurate initial 
position. The carrier phase measurements at future times can 
be written as 

0207. The N, do not change as long as the carrier phase 
measurements do not have cycle slips (i.e. the signals should 
be tracked with continuous phase lock) and the new locations 
can be computed using least squares. Alternatively, these 
measurements can be used in a Kalman filter to update the 
new position state. If phase lock is lost, new values of integer 
ambiguity need to calculated. 
0208 Another approach uses differential positioning rela 
tive to a reference receiver as described above. Differential 
positioning can be done using either code or carrier measure 
ments or a combination of both. Single difference observ 
ables are computed for code and carrier phase by Subtracting 
measurements of the same towers from reference receiver r 
and receivers as 

i - i i R = p - O. 
geometrical range time difference 

difference 

+c(dis - dir) + (&Rs - &R) 

betweencocks 

b = p - p +c(dis - dir) + (N - N) + (&as - ear). 
geometrical range time difference integer ambiguity in 

difference between clocks phase measurement 

0209. Note that any timing error in the transmitter does not 
appear in these observables and thus allows position solutions 
even when the system is asynchronous or imperfectly Syn 
chronized. In addition, any tropospheric delay error in mea 
Surements nearly cancels out since the tropospheric delay is 
likely to be correlated in the local area for short baselines 
(ie.g., distances between reference receiver rand receivers). 
A communication channel is used to send the range and 
carrier measurements from the reference receiver r to the 
receiver S for position computation. Or, alternatively, the 
receivers and receiver r need to communicate the range and 
carrier to the server for position computation. 
0210. In any position solution method, the height of a 
receiver can be determined using placement on a terrain map 
or barometric sensing. Using placement on a map, during 
trilateration the location of the user can be constrained to be 
on a terrain based on a terrain database and the height of the 
user determined. The height of the user can also be con 
strained to be within a certain height above the terrain. For 
example, based on the tallest building in the area, the maxi 
mum altitude above terrain can be constrained. This type of 
constraint can improve the quality of the height Solution (for 
example, by eliminating the ambiguous Solution that is some 
times produced when using biased range measurements). 
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0211. In addition, if indoor building maps are available, 
the information (along with associated constraints on pos 
sible user locations) can be used to aid the position Solution 
For example, physical restrictions can be used to constrain the 
user motion model, and thereby improve the quality of the 
tracking Kalman position filter. Another usage of building 
maps is to determinefestimate the quality of a particular tow 
er's range measurement based on the physical environment 
from the tower to the indoor location. A better estimate of 
range quality can be used to weight the position computation 
leading to better position estimates. 
0212. When using a barometric sensor, a calibrated baro 
metric sensor can be used to measure the pressure differences 
as the receiver terminal is moved up or down in altitude. This 
is compared with a calibrated value for the pressure on dif 
ferent altitudes or an average value to determine the height of 
the receiver. 

0213. In computing the position solution, when additional 
measurements greater that the minimum three measurements 
required for two-dimensional position are available, receiver 
integrity monitoring based on a check of consistency of mea 
surements is used to eliminate “outlier” measurements. The 
“outlier measurements could be due to loss of timing syn 
chronization at the transmitter or due to the channel effects 
Such as multipath. 
0214) Hybrid Positioning and Information Exchange with 
Other Systems 
0215. The system of an embodiment can be combined 
with any signal of opportunity, in order to provide position 
ing. Examples of a signal of opportunity include, but are not 
limited to, one or more of the following: GPS receivers: 
Galileo: Glomass; Analog or Digital TV Signal; signals from 
systems such as MediaFLO. Wi-Fi: FM signals: WiMax: 
cellular (UMTS, LTE, CDMA, GSM etc); bluetooth, and, 
LORAN and e-LORAN receivers. 

0216 Regardless of signal type, the signal of opportunity 
provides a range measurement or a proxy for a range mea 
Surement, Such as signal strength. This proxy for a range is 
weighed and combined appropriately to get an estimate for 
the location. The weighting may use the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) of the received signals or, alternatively, use a metric 
that defines the environment of the receiver (e.g., knowledge 
of urban, Suburban, rural environment from assistance data, 
whether the receiver is indoor or outdoor based on input from 
the application). This is typically done in those environments 
where the system of an embodiment is unavailable or signal 
coverage is limited. When using the SNR for a weight for a 
particular measurement the weight may simply be an inverse 
function of the SNR (or any other function that provides lower 
weight to signals with lower SNR) to allow optimal combi 
nation of the WAPS measurements as well as other system 
measurements to obtain a position. The final positioning solu 
tion may be calculated either by taking range measurements 
from the additional signal Sources and combining with the 
WAPS range measurements and deriving a position Solution 
for latitude, longitude and height, or by taking the position 
measurements from the additional sources/devices and the 
position measurements from the WAPS system and providing 
an optimized location solution using a combination of these 
location measurements based on the position quality metric 
from different systems. The various configurations of obtain 
ing a hybrid solution using WAPS measurements/WAPS 
position estimates are shown in FIG. 26, FIG. 27, and FIG. 28. 
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Any of the architectures described below can be selected for 
use depending on the hardware and software partitioning of 
the system. 
0217 FIG. 26 shows hybrid position estimation using 
range measurements from various systems in an embodiment. 
The range measurements (along with associated range quality 
metrics) are used from GNSS and other positioning systems 
and combined in a single optimal position Solution by a 
hybrid position engine. This architecture is the most optimal 
in terms of using the available data to get the best position 
estimate out of them. 
0218 FIG. 27 shows hybrid position estimation using 
position estimates from various systems in an embodiment. 
Independent position estimates from different systems along 
with position quality are used to choose the one with the best 
quality. This architecture is the easiest to implement and 
integrate since the different positioning system are well iso 
lated. 
0219 FIG. 28 shows hybrid position estimation using a 
combination of range and position estimates from various 
systems in an embodiment. For example, a position estimate 
from a WLAN positioning system can be compared with 
position estimate from range measurements from GNSS and 
WAPS systems to arrive at the best solution. 
0220 Inertial Navigation Sensors (INS) such as acceler 
ometers and gyros, magnetic sensors such as e-compass, 
pressure sensors such as altimeters can be used to provide 
location aiding information (referred to as loose coupling) or 
raw sensor measurements (referred to as tight coupling) to the 
WAPS system for usage in tracking mode. 
0221) An accelerometer can be used in the receiver of an 
embodiment to determine a frequency for updating the posi 
tion reporting to the server. A combination of sequence of 
position solutions and accelerometer measurements can be 
used to detect static position, constant Velocity and/or other 
movement. This movement data or information can then be 
used to determine the frequency of the updates such that, for 
example, when there is non-uniform motion the frequency of 
updates can be setto a relatively high frequency, and when the 
receiver is at a constant Velocity or stationary for a pre 
determined period of time the frequency of the updates can be 
reduced to save power. 
0222. The sensor or position measurements can be com 
bined into a position Solution in a position filter (Such as a 
Kalman filter). Two types of tight coupling architectures, 
where the sensor measurements are combined with GNSS 
and WAPS measurements in the WAPS hybrid position 
engine, are illustrated in FIG. 29 and FIG. 30. FIG. 29 illus 
trates determining a hybrid position solution in which posi 
tion/velocity estimates from the WAPS/GNSS systems are 
fed back to help calibrate the drifting bias of the sensors at 
times when the quality of the GNSS/WAPS position and/or 
Velocity estimates are good in an embodiment. This architec 
ture simplifies the algorithm formulation by partitioning the 
sensor calibration and position calculation parts of the algo 
rithm. However, the drawback of this method is the complex 
ity in deciding when are the good times to re-calibrate the 
sensors using WAPS/GNSS estimates. 
0223 FIG. 30 illustrates determining a hybrid position 
Solution in which sensor parameters (such as bias, Scale and 
drift) are estimated as part of the position/velocity computa 
tion in the GNSS and/or WAPS units without need for explicit 
feedback in an embodiment. For example, the sensor param 
eters can be included as part of the state vector of the Kalman 
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filter used for tracking the position/velocity of the receiver. 
This architecture provides an optimal solution in that the 
information is used in one combined filter to update both 
position and sensor parameters. 
0224 Loose coupling is illustrated in FIG.31 and FIG. 32 
where a selection unit selects between position estimate from 
the GNSS engine and the WAPS engine. Note that the selec 
tion unit may be part of the WAPS or GNSS position units. 
FIG. 31 illustrates determining a hybrid position solution in 
which sensor calibration is separated from the individual 
position computation units in an embodiment. FIG. 32 illus 
trates determining a hybrid position solution in which the 
sensor parameter estimation is done as part of the State of the 
individual position computation units in an embodiment. 
0225. The loose coupling methods are generally worse 
than the tight coupling methods since a selection uses infor 
mation only from one system. Amongst loose coupling or 
tight coupling methods, the method that uses the ranges along 
with raw sensor measurements to determine position and 
sensor parameters in one optimal filter are better than when 
sensor parameters and position are computed separately. As a 
result, the preferred method from a performance perspective 
is the tight coupling system with implicit sensor parameter 
estimation. However, depending on the hardware/software 
platform partitioning, one or more of these methods may be 
easily implemented and may be selected for that reason. 
0226 Information can also be exchanged between the 
WAPS system and other transceiver systems on the same 
platform (such as cell-phone, laptop, PND). The transceiver 
systems can be, for example, Bluetooth transceiver, WLAN 
transceiver, FM receiver/transmitter, digital or analog TV 
system, MediaFLO. Satellite communication system such as 
XM radio/Iridium, Cellular modem transceivers such as 
GSM/UMTS/cdma2000 1x/EVDO or WiMax). FIG. 33 
shows the exchange of information between the WAPS and 
other systems in an embodiment. The exchange of informa 
tion between systems can improve the performance of either 
system. Since the WAPS system time is aligned to GPS time, 
the WAPS system can provide good quality timing and fre 
quency estimates to any other system. Time and frequency 
estimates into the WAPS system can reduce the WAPS acqui 
sition search space in code and frequency. In addition, the 
WAPS system can provide location information to the other 
transceiver systems. Similarly, if the other system has loca 
tion information (partial position eg. Altitude or 2-D position, 
or full position eg. 3-D position or raw range/pseudo-range? 
range-difference) available, that location information can be 
provided with or without a location quality metric to the 
WAPS system. The range/pseudo-range data should be pro 
vided along with the location of transmitter (or other means to 
compute the range from the transmitter location to any 
receiver location) to enable usage of this range information in 
a hybrid solution. The range difference corresponding to two 
transmitters should be provided along with location of the two 
transmitters. The WAPS system will use the information to 
aid its position solution. Alternatively, location information 
can be provided in the form of ranges (orpseudo-ranges) from 
known transmitter locations to the receiver device. These 
ranges (or pseudo-ranges) would be combined with WAPS 
ranges by the positioning algorithm to compute a hybrid 
position. 
0227 Examples of specific systems and information that 
can be exchanged between them are shown in FIG. 34, FIG. 
35, and FIG. 36. 
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0228 FIG. 34 is a block diagram showing exchange of 
location, frequency and time estimates between FM receiver 
and WAPS receiver in an embodiment. The location estimates 
from WAPS system can be provided to an FM Receiver. This 
location estimate may then be used, for example, to automati 
cally determine active FM radio stations in the local region. 
The FM signal may include a RDS Radio Data Service) 
transmission as well. If the location of the FM station is 
included in the RDS/RBDS data-stream (for example, the 
Location and Navigation (LN) feature that provide data about 
the transmitter site, giving city and State name and provide 
DGPS navigation data) then this information can be used to 
provide location aiding to the WAPS Receiver. The frequency 
estimate from the WAPS system can be easily used to reduce 
the FM Receiver tuning time for a particular station. In the 
other direction, the frequency quality of the estimate in the 
FM Receiver is based on the FM radio station transmit qual 
ity. The time estimate in the WAPS system is based on GPS 
time and time can be transferred to the FM Receiver to aid 
timing alignment. Clock Time (CT) feature on RDS/RBDS 
transmissions may be used to determine timing relative to the 
RDS data stream and can be transferred to the WAPS receiver. 

0229 FIG. 35 is a block diagram showing exchange of 
location, time and frequency estimates between WLAN/BT 
transceiver and WAPS Receiver in an embodiment. In gen 
eral, these WLAN/BT transceivers do not have an accurate 
frequency estimate and as a result the frequency estimates 
would be quite coarse, so the transfer of such an estimate from 
WLAN/BT transceiver to WAPS receiver may have limited 
value. In the reverse direction, a WAPS frequency estimate 
can reduce the time taken for frequency acquisition on the 
WLAN system. The timing information that is extracted, for 
example, from the timestamp on the wireless LAN AP (Ac 
cess Point) beacons can be transferred to the WAPS system to 
aid WAPS acquisition. Note that some reference of the 
WLAN timing relative to GPS time is needed to make this 
useful for the WAPS system. Similarly, if the WLAN/BT 
system has a location estimate (partial position eg. Altitude or 
2-D position, or full position eg. 3-D position or raw range? 
pseudo-range) available, that location information can be 
provided with or without a location quality metric to the 
WAPS system. The WLAN position estimate could simply be 
the geo-location of the serving AP or other “audible” APs in 
the vicinity. The WLAN position estimate could also be par 
tial, for example, the altitude estimate based on the floor of the 
AP in question. The WLAN location information can also be 
a range estimate to a known transmitter AP location (for 
example, the WLAN system may use Round Trip Time mea 
Surements to determine range estimate) or a range difference 
estimate between two transmit APs. 

0230 FIG. 36 is a block diagram showing exchange of 
location, time and frequency estimates between cellular 
transceiver and WAPS receiver in an embodiment. Location 
estimates (partial, complete or raw ranges/range-differences) 
from cellular systems (such as from TDOA, AFLT or other 
similar cellular signal FL or RL based positioning method) 
can be provided to the WAPS system which will use these 
measurements to obtain a better position estimate. Frequency 
estimates from the frequency tracking loops of the cellular 
modem can be provided to the WAPS system to reduce the 
frequency search space and thus improve WAPS acquisition 
time (i.e. TTFF). Time estimates from the cellular system can 
also be provided to the WAPS system to reduce the code 
search space or to aid bit and frame alignment. For example, 
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systems that are synchronized to GPS time such as 
cdma2000/1xEVDO can provide fine time estimates for the 
WAPS system whereas asynchronous (transmissions not syn 
chronized finely to time scale such as GPS) cellular systems 
such as GSM/GPRS/EGPRS/UMTS may provide coarse 
time estimates. 

0231 Since the WAPS system time is aligned to GPS time, 
the WAPS system can provide good quality timing and fre 
quency estimates to any other system even if not on the same 
platform. For example, the WAPS system can be used to 
provide timing information to a pico/femto-cell BTS through 
a periodic hardware signal Such as a pps (pulse-per-sec) 
aligned with GPS second-boundaries or a single pulse signal 
with an associated GPS time. 

0232. As described above, the spectrum used by the WAPS 
system of an embodiment can include licensed or unlicensed 
bands or frequencies. Alternatively, the WAPS system can use 
the “White Space’ spectrum. The white space spectrum is 
defined as any spectrum that the WAPS systems senses or 
determines to be free in a local area (not limited to TV White 
Space) and transmits location beacons in that spectrum. The 
transmitters of an embodiment can use spectrum-sensing 
technology to detect unused spectrum and/or communicate 
geo-location (can be readily obtained from the GPS timing 
receiver) to a centralized database that coordinates the spec 
trum. The receivers can include spectrum-sensing technology 
to listen to these beacons, or in another embodiment, may be 
notified of the frequency to which to tune using the commu 
nication medium. The WAPS system can adapt to dynamic 
white space availability or allocation (in cases where the 
transmitters are required to broadcast their geo-location to a 
centralized database which then allocates either the spectrum 
to transmit in and/or the time duration for which it needs to 
transmit). The WAPS system can continuously broadcast in 
this spectrum or can share the spectrum with other systems as 
controlled by a centralized coordination service for the spec 
trum. The chipping rate and the data rate of the WAPS system 
components can be modified dynamically to Suit the accuracy 
requirements and/or signal power and bandwidth availability 
at any given time. The system parameters can be sensed by the 
receiver or can be communicated to the receiver through the 
communication medium. The transmitters can form a local 
network or in cases of spectrum availability in a wider geo 
graphical area, can form a continuous network. 
0233. The transmitter of an embodiment can also coexist 
with other networks on the same transmit system in a time 
shared fashion. For example, the same spectrum can be used 
in a time-shared fashion between location and Smart grid 
applications. The transmitter is a broadcast transmitter using 
the maximum available power levels and can adjust its power 
levels dynamically based on spectrum sensing or as requested 
by a centralized coordinating server. The receiver can employ 
spectrum sensing or can be communicated by a communica 
tion medium (which can also be a white space spectrum) of 
the system parameters and wake up times at that time. 
0234 Based on spectrum availability, the WAPS system of 
an embodiment can use one channel of the TV White space (6 
MHz bandwidth) or, if multiple channels are available, can 
use the multiple frequency bands for better multipath resolu 
tion. If adjacent channels are available, channel bonding (e.g., 
combining adjacent channels) can be used. The increased 
bandwidth can be used for better multipath resolution, higher 
chipping rate for higher accuracy, etc. Alternatively, the avail 
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able bandwidth can be used under FDMA to help solve the 
near far problem and/or multipath resolution. 
0235 White space transmission/reception of WAPS wave 
forms in two or more white-space bands can enable better and 
faster integer ambiguity resolution for WAPS carrier phase 
measurements. This will enable relatively high accuracy (of 
the order of <1 wavelength) single point positioning using 
WAPS. 

0236. The whitespace bandwidth can also be used as a 
communication channel in the WAPS (in cases where a ref 
erence receiver is used) between the reference receiver at 
surveyed location and the receiver whose position is to be 
found. 

0237. When a WAPS system in the licensed band is avail 
able in a wide area network, a White-Space based local net 
work of towers can be used to augment the location accura 
cies of the WAPS receiver. The receiver can be designed to 
listen to both frequencies simultaneously or switch between 
the licensed band and white space band and tune to the appro 
priate frequencies. 
0238. The White-space bands can also be used to send 
assistance information to the WAPS, GPS or AGPS systems 
for location aiding and other assistance information like clock 
bias, satellite ephemeris etc. 
0239. In cases where multiple frequencies with wide sep 
eration are available, the WAPS system can be designed to 
take advantage of the diversity in frequencies to provide bet 
ter multipath performance. 
0240 
0241 The overhead information in the system of an 
embodiment can be encrypted using an encryption algorithm. 
This allows users to use the system and be billed for usage of 
the system and provide a means to control information Secu 
rity. Keys can be applied to decrypt the signal. The keys can be 
obtained using a PC, wireless network, hardware dongle or 
can be burnt into the non volatile memory of the device in a 
way that it is inaccessible by any unintended sources. 
0242. The encryption of an embodiment provides both 
data security and authentication. The key components that are 
secured using encryption are the transmitters, the receivers 
and the server communication. Transmitter Authentication 
includes unambiguously identifying transmitters so that 
malicious transmitters can be rejected. Receiver Authentica 
tion is such that only authentic receivers should be able to 
utilize the transmitted information. Receiver Authorization is 
such that only receivers that are authorized (authentic 
receiver) should be permitted to operate. Server Communi 
cation is encrypted Such that communication between the 
receivers and the server and between the transmitters and the 
server has to be secure. User data protection is also encrypted 
because location tracking user databases require protection 
from unauthorized access. 

0243 Encryption methods of an embodiment can be 
broadly classified into two types: symmetric key cryptogra 
phy and asymmetric key cryptography. Symmetric Key 
encryption provides both authentication and encryption, 
whereas asymmetric key encryption provides authentication 
of the private key owner, since the public key is available to 
anyone. Symmetric Key encryption of data is an order of 
magnitude faster given similar resources. 3DES and AES are 
examples of symmetric key cryptography. A combination of 
both methods is used as part of the encryption architecture of 
an embodiment. 

Encryption and Security 
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0244. Over-the-air (OTA) broadcast messages can com 
prise general broadcast messages or system messages. Gen 
eral broadcast messages contain data specific to each trans 
mitter Such as location information, transmitter timing counts 
and other pertinent information that assista receiver in deter 
mining its location. System messages are used to configure 
encryption keys, enable/disable receivers or for targeted one 
way private information exchange to a specific set of receiv 
CS. 

0245. The general format of a message of an embodiment 
includes: Message type (parity/ECC protected); Encrypted 
Message; and Encrypted Message ECC. The ECC for the 
encrypted message is computed after the message is 
encrypted. 
0246 The OTA broadcast comprises frames that are trans 
mitted periodically, possibly every second. Depending on the 
channel data rate, a message could be split up (segmented) 
over multiple frames. Each frame comprises a frame type and 
frame data. Frame type (parity protected) indicates whether 
this is the first frame of a message orifit is a continuing frame; 
it can also indicate a low level format frame that may be used 
for other purposes. Frame Data is essentially a segmented 
Message or a low level data frame. 
0247 OTA system messages can be encrypted either by 
the session key or by the transmitter's private key depending 
upon the system message type. OTA general broadcast mes 
sages are encrypted using a symmetric key algorithm with a 
session key that both the transmitter and receiver have nego 
tiated as described herein. This provides mutual authentica 
tion i.e., transmitters can be authenticated by receivers and 
only authenticated receivers can decode the OTA broadcast. 
The session key is known to all transmitters and receivers and 
it is changed periodically. Key change messages are 
encrypted using the past few session keys, allowing receivers 
that were not active at a certain time period to sync up to the 
current session key. 
0248 OTA broadcasts also include periodic system mes 
sages encrypted by the transmitter's private key. The receiv 
ers can unambiguously identify the authenticity of the trans 
mitter by using the associated public key. In the event the 
session key is compromised, this mechanism ensures that 
unauthorized transmitters cannot be implemented. 
0249 FIG.37 shows session key setup in an embodiment. 
Each receiver is equipped with a unique device ID and a 
device specific key. FIG. 38 illustrates encryption in an 
embodiment. The WAPS System data servers maintain a data 
base of the device ID/device specific key pairing. Receiver 
initialization between a receiver and the WAPS data servers is 
facilitated using a data connection (GPRS/USB/Modem, etc.) 
specific to the receiver type. This connection is encrypted 
using the device specific key after the device identifies itself 
with the device ID. During this initialization, the current 
session key, the transmitter public key and licensing terms 
(i.e., duration the receiver is authorized) are exchanged. 
Receiver initialization can be performed when the receiver 
has lost the current session key (initial power up) or if its 
session key is out of sync (extended power off). The session 
key is periodically updated, and the new key used for the 
updating is encrypted using the previous N keys. 
0250. The OTA data rate may be inadequate for being the 
sole mechanism to authorize receivers. However, the system 
message protocol of an embodiment Supports device ID spe 
cific and device ID range-based receiver authorization. 
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0251 A compromised session key requires all receivers to 
re-initialize. Therefore the session key storage should be 
tamper-proof in the device. Session key stored outside the 
device crypto boundary (i.e., attached storage of any kind) 
will be encrypted using the device's secure key. 
0252. A compromised session key cannot be used to mas 
querade a transmitter because the transmitter periodically 
transmits authentication information using its private key. 
Therefore, the transmitter's private key should never be com 
promised. 
0253. In an alternative embodiment, shown in FIG. 39, the 
keys can be directly delivered to the receiver over the com 
munication link from the WAPS server or can be routed 
through a third party application or service provider. The keys 
can have a certain validity period. The keys can be made 
available on a per-application basis or aper device basis based 
on a contractual agreement with the customer. Everytime a 
position request is made either by an application on the 
receiver or by an application on the network, the keys are 
checked for validity before retrieving the position or param 
eters to compute position from the WAPS engine. The key and 
information exchange to a WAPS server can happen using 
proprietary protocols or through standard protocols such as 
OMA SUPL. 

0254 The security architecture of the system can be 
implemented as combination of architectures shown in FIG. 
37 and FIG. 39. 
0255 Parameter sensors can be integrated into receivers of 
the WAPS system to time tag and/or location tag the measure 
ments from the sensors. The parameter sensors can include, 
but are not limited to, temperature sensors, humidity sensors, 
weight sensors, and sensors for Scanner types to name a few. 
For example, an X-ray detector can be used to determine if a 
tracked receiver, or device including a tracked receiver, 
passes through an X-ray machine. The time of the X-ray event 
and location of the X-ray machine can be tagged by the 
detector. In addition, other parameter sensors can be inte 
grated into the WAPS system to both time tag and location tag 
measurements from the sensors. 
0256 Users can be billed for the system on a per use, per 
application on the device, hourly, daily, weekly, monthly and 
annual basis for an individual or asset. 

0257 The location and height of the receiver unit can be 
sent to any application on the terminal or to the network server 
using a communication protocol. Alternatively, the raw range 
measurement can be sent to the network through a commu 
nication protocol. The communication protocol can be a stan 
dard serial or other digital interface to the application on the 
terminal or through a standard or proprietary wireless proto 
col to the server. Possible methods of coupling or connecting 
to a server through a standard protocol includes the use of 
SMS messaging to another phone connected to the server or, 
alternatively, through a wireless data service to a web server. 
The information sent includes one or more of latitude/longi 
tude, height (if available), and timestamp. The application on 
the server or the terminal unit can initiate a position fix. The 
location of the user can be communicated directly from the 
server or by the application on the server. 
(0258. The WAPS standalone system independent of a GPS 
receiver can be used for determining the location of a device. 
The WAPS system by itself or integrated WAPS and GPS 
and/or other positioning system can be implemented to co 
exist with media storage cards (such as SD cards) on the 
media cards. The WAPS system by itself or integrated WAPS 
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and GPS system and/or other positioning systems can be 
implemented to co-exist on a cellular phone Subscriber Iden 
tity Module (SIM) card so that the SIM cards can be tracked. 
0259 
0260 One method to augment the WAPS system perfor 
mance to further improve accuracy (upto <1 m) is to imple 
ment a carrier phase positioning system as described below. 
The beacons are set up as usual WAPS transmitters. For this 
method, it may be desirable (but not essential) to not use 
TDMA slotting to facilitate easy continuous phase tracking. 
When TDMA is not used, the near-far problem can be over 
come through interference cancellation and increased 
dynamic range in the receiver. The WAPS receiver to support 
Such a method is capable of measuring and time-stamping 
code and carrier phase in a continuous manner for all visible 
satellites. In addition, there is a reference receiver at a known 
Surveyed location that can also make similar measurements of 
code and carrier phase in a continuous manner. The measure 
ments from the WAPS receiver and the reference receiver may 
be combined to compute a position either on the device or on 
the server. The configuration of such a system would be 
identical to a differential WAPS system. 
0261 Carrier phase measurement is more accurate than 
code phase measurement but contains unknown integer num 
ber of carrier phase cycles called integer ambiguity. However 
there are ways to find integer ambiguities called ambiguity 
resolution. One method will be considered here that uses 
extension of local minima search algorithm to iteratively 
Solve for user receiver position and uses measurements at 
multiple epochs for improved accuracy. 

0262 Consider carrier phase measurement at user receiver 
at a single epoch first as follows. 

Precise Positioning with Carrier Phase 

0263 where 0, 2, if and N are carrier phase, wavelength, 
frequency and integer cycles respectively, dt is clock bias, ris 
range, e is measurement error and Subscriptu represents user 
receiver k represents transmitter number. 
0264 Range is given interms of user and transmitter posi 
tions p, and p" as 

2 g) (2) 

0265. To eliminate error in the knowledge of transmitter 
clock bias consider another receiver at known position (called 
reference receiver) with corresponding carrier phase equation 

(p.8)=rk)+N.k)+f. (dt-dik)+ek) (3) 

0266 where subscript r stands for reference receiver and 
subtract (2) from (1) to get 

(e.-e) (4) 

0267 which is written as 
(p = r +N+f-dt,+e. (5) 

0268 where (O)=(O)-(O). 
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0269. Since dtr is not of interest it can be eliminated by 
differencing (5) for different values of index (k) to get so 
called double difference observable equation 

ia) , -l A. A. p(a)-...(i)+N+ed (6) 

(0270 where (O)ur)=(O)-(O). 
0271 Equation (6) then is an equation in the unknown user 
position p, through ras 

where 

0272 Typically transmitter 1 used in double differencing is 
one of the transmitters and labeling it as 1 for convenience 
leads to equation in the matrix form as 

821) (9) 

8"| 

d'E' 

|p-p-p-p|-y?'' INSE) e. 
||p, – p-lp, - p"|-y) || NS1 ||c." 

-- -- O 

|p-p| – ||p, -p-y NSE) e. 

(i) = A. f(p) + N. (10) 

0273 Equation (10) is a nonlinear equation in unknown 
user position p. Local minima search algorithm works on 
linear equations and so (10) is linearized and solved itera 
tively as follows. Letatiteration m, approximation top, is p" 
where 

p = p + Ap, and (11) 

(12) 
: 

(p.). Apa 

0274 where 

1(2) - (1) (13) 

of (3) f(1) 
6 p. (p) = : 

f(n) (1) 

where 1 is line-of-sight row vector 

f(k) pit - pk) 
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0275. Then equation (10) is written as, 

y = G. x. +N+e where y = b - A f(pC), (13) 

A (pi), and x = Ap, G = A. Öp, 

0276 Equation (13) is linear in x=Ap, and is solved for 
Ap, using local minima search algorithm given below. Using 
so obtained solution of Ap, equation (11) is used to get p, at 
iteration mand then so obtained p, is used asp."' at the next 
iteration (m+1). The iterations are continued till Ap, becomes 
Small enough to decide convergence. At the beginning of 
iterations p" can be taken from code phase based solution. 
(0277 Now consider solving equation (13). Let Q be 
covariance matrix of double difference carrier phase error 
vector. It is obtained as follows. Variance of error in single 
difference observable (p=p'-(p," is Q.-Q, where Q, 
and Q, are respective carrier phase error variances which are 
assumed to be independent of transmitter k. Variance of p, 
“'-(p-p,' is 2-(Q.-Q) and cross-variance between (p, 
1) il) i. 1) '-o'-p, and b, p, -pjak is Q.--Q, which 

is variance of the common term (p...'. So, 

... 1 (14) 

1 1 ... 

0278 Weighted least squares solution of (13) is: 
s=G-(y-N) where G is left inverse of G,G'= 

(G.9 'G). G.g., (15) 

0279 Vector of residuals is then 
(Y-N)-G =(y-N)-G-G-O-N)=(I-G-G)(-N)=S(y- 

N) (16) 

0280 which is a function of N and local minima search 
tries to minimize weighted norm square of residuals with 
respect to Nas 

min c(N)=(y-N). W(y-N) where W=S-9 ''S and 
S=i-G-G- (17) 

0281 To solve (17) consider solving 
WNs Wy (18) 

0282 under the constraint that N is integer. Then W. (y- 
N)-0 and (y-N).W.W. (y-N)=(y-N). W(y-N)=c(N)-0 
because Wis idempotent (WW and W.W=W). Thus search 
for N is limited to those N which satisfy (18). 
(0283) Once N is solved for estimate of x=Ap, is obtained 
from equation (15). 
(0284) Matrices G and G', of dimensions (n-1)x3 and 
3x(n-1) respectively have rank 3 each since (n-1)>3 and so 
(n-1)x(n-1) matrices S and W will fall short from full rank of 
(n-1) by 3. 
0285) Using QR decomposition of W (LU decomposition 
could also be used) on equation (18), 

RN=O. Wy (19) 
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(0286 where Q is ortho-normal matrix (Q'=Q') and R is 
upper triangular so that 

| - 
N = round {R (Q. Wy) - R12 - N2)} 

(Q'. Wy) (20) | R12 
as O 

and then 
O O 

(21) 

0287. Thus solution of 

is obtained by searching for N in 3 dimensional box with 
integer values, obtaining N from (21), and picking that N 
which minimizes c(N) in (17). Search for N is centered on 
the value of N from the previous iteration. At the Zero-th 
iteration N latterpart of N which is obtained as fractional part 
of 'f(p."); p," being the code phase based solution. The 
size of the 3 dimensional search box depends on the uncer 
tainty in the code phase based solution. This box can be 
divided into smaller sub-boxes and center of each smaller size 
sub-box can be tried as initial p". 
0288 The above method used a single epoch (instant) of 
measurement to determine position. The description below 
explains an extension to the single epoch method Multiple 
epoch measurements are taken close enough in time wherein 
user receiver movement is negligible. Further, integer ambi 
guities of the initial epoch remain the same for Subsequent 
epochs so that no new unknown integer ambiguities are intro 
duced at Subsequent epochs. Multiple epoch measurements 
do not give independent equations because transmitter loca 
tions are fixed (unlike in the GNSS case where motion of 
satellite transmitters change line-of-sight and thus give inde 
pendent equations). So multiple epoch measurements do not 
help in Solving for integer ambiguities as float ambiguities 
(unlike in GNSS case when number of independent equations 
become greater than number of unknown ambiguities plus 
three position coordinates). However, multiple epoch mea 
Surements allow more carrier phase measurement errors and 
still allow successful ambiguity resolution. In the multiple 
epoch case equation (13) becomes 

y G N & (22) 

y2 G N 82 
y = | | = | | x + i + . 

ym G N &n 

0289. Following development for single epoch case as 
above equation, the problem reduces to problem of finding N 
such that 

NYT N (23) 

N N 
min c(N) = y - Wy-| || where 

N N 

W = S.O.S, S = I – G. G', 
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-continued 

G' = (G. Q. G). G. Q. 
G 

G 
G = . 

G 

Q. 0 O 

oil 
0 0 ... Q. 

0290 And to solve (23) for N consider solving 

(24) 

W. I. N. & W. y where I = 

0291 using QR decomposition of WI (LU decomposition 
could also be used) and following equations of (19) to (21) as 
above. Again, once N is solved for estimate of X Ap, is 
obtained from equation (15). If this estimate of x=Ap, is small 
then iterations in equation (11) are stopped to obtain user 
position p. Typically if each component of X is less than le-6 
in magnitude then convergence is declared and iterations are 
stopped. 
0292. The next step is to verify whether the converged user 
position p is the right one. This is done based on residuals 
obtained from (10) as mod(p-f(p)-N, ). If maximum 
of absolute values of residuals for each epoch is less than K. 
VQ, then converged solution is accepted as a solution other 
wise the search is continued by selecting a new Sub-box. 
Typically scale factor K in the verification test can be chosen 
to be 5. Once the solution is verified, the differential WAPS 
system described above can achieve accuracy close to or 
better than 1m. 
0293. This differential WAPS carrier phase system may be 
overlaid on top of the traditional WAPS system through the 
addition of reference receivers or can be standalone. The 
differential WAPS carrier phase system can be used to deliver 
high accuracy positioning in certain localized target areas 
(such as malls, warehouses etc.). 
0294 The system described herein for use in position/ 
timing accuracy can be used in one or more of the following 
applications in both local areas and wide areas, but is not 
limited to the following applications: asset tracking; people 
tracking; pet tracking; fire safety; mobile advertising: ad hoc 
position determination for public Safety applications (e.g., a 
set of “mobile transmitters can be moved to the location (for 
example, location of a fire) and those transmitters would form 
a local network to provide location signals to a set of receivers 
in that vicinity); military applications (e.g., transmitters can 
be deployed in an ad hoc fashion on the land or over the air to 
get precise indoor positions); adaptable bandwidth for appli 
cations that can provide the bandwidth to meet the accuracy 
needs; container tracking and vehicles that move containers 
around in indoor environments; geo-tagging, geo-fencing: 
E911 applications; palette tracking for medical applications 
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and other applications that require palette tracking; femto 
cells; timing references for femto-cells, timing receivers; pro 
viding location for security applications that authenticates 
based on location both indoors and outdoors; homing appli 
cation (e.g., pet/asset tracking using WAPS and providing 
pedestrian navigation to the asset/pet using mobile phone). 
The WAPS system by itself or integrated with other location 
technologies can be further integrated into existing local area 
and/or wide area asset tracking and/or positioning systems. 
0295 The embodiments described herein include a posi 
tioning system comprising: a transmitter network comprising 
a plurality of transmitters that broadcast positioning signals; 
a remote receiver that acquires and tracks at least one of the 
positioning signals and satellite signals, wherein the satellite 
signals are signals of a satellite-based positioning system, 
wherein a first operating mode of the remote receiver com 
prises terminal-based positioning in which the remote 
receiver computes a position of the remote receiver from at 
least one of the positioning signals and the satellite signals; 
and a server coupled to the remote receiver, wherein a second 
operating mode of the remote receiver comprises network 
based positioning in which the server computes a position of 
the remote receiver from at least one of the positioning signals 
and the satellite signals, wherein the remote receiver receives 
and transfers to the server at least one of the positioning 
signals and the satellite signals. 
0296. The embodiments described herein include a 
method of determining position, comprising: receiving at a 
remote receiver at least one of positioning signals and satellite 
signals, wherein the positioning signals are received from a 
transmitter network comprising a plurality of transmitters, 
wherein the satellite signals are received from a satellite 
based positioning system; and determining a position of the 
remote receiver using one of terminal-based positioning and 
network based positioning, wherein terminal-based position 
ing comprises computing a position of the remote receiver at 
the remote receiver using at least one of the positioning sig 
nals and the satellite signals, wherein network-based posi 
tioning comprises computing a position of the remote 
receiver at a remote server using at least one of the positioning 
signals and the satellite signals. 
0297. The components described herein can be located 
together or in separate locations. Communication paths 
couple the components and include any medium for commu 
nicating or transferring files among the components. The 
communication paths include wireless connections, wired 
connections, and hybrid wireless/wired connections. The 
communication paths also include couplings or connections 
to networks including local area networks (LANs), metro 
politan area networks (MANs), wide area networks (WANs). 
proprietary networks, interoffice or backend networks, and 
the Internet. Furthermore, the communication paths include 
removable fixed mediums like floppy disks, hard disk drives, 
and CD-ROM disks, as well as flash RAM, Universal Serial 
Bus (USB) connections, RS-232 connections, telephone 
lines, buses, and electronic mail messages. 
0298 Aspects of the systems and methods described 
herein may be implemented as functionality programmed 
into any of a variety of circuitry, including programmable 
logic devices (PLDs). Such as field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs), programmable array logic (PAL) devices, electri 
cally programmable logic and memory devices and standard 
cell-based devices, as well as application specific integrated 
circuits (ASICs). Some other possibilities for implementing 
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aspects of the systems and methods include: microcontrollers 
with memory (Such as electronically erasable programmable 
read only memory (EEPROM)), embedded microprocessors, 
firmware, Software, etc. Furthermore, aspects of the systems 
and methods may be embodied in microprocessors having 
Software-based circuit emulation, discrete logic (sequential 
and combinatorial), custom devices, fuzzy (neural) logic, 
quantum devices, and hybrids of any of the above device 
types. Of course the underlying device technologies may be 
provided in a variety of component types, e.g., metal-oxide 
semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) technolo 
gies like complementary metal-oxide semiconductor 
(CMOS), bipolar technologies like emitter-coupled logic 
(ECL), polymer technologies (e.g., silicon-conjugated poly 
mer and metal-conjugated polymer-metal structures), mixed 
analog and digital, etc. 
0299. It should be noted that any system, method, and/or 
other components disclosed herein may be described using 
computer aided design tools and expressed (or represented), 
as data and/or instructions embodied in various computer 
readable media, in terms of their behavioral, register transfer, 
logic component, transistor, layout geometries, and/or other 
characteristics. Computer-readable media in which such for 
matted data and/or instructions may be embodied include, but 
are not limited to, non-volatile storage media in various forms 
(e.g., optical, magnetic or semiconductor Storage media) and 
carrier waves that may be used to transfer such formatted data 
and/or instructions through wireless, optical, or wired signal 
ing media or any combination thereof. Examples of transfers 
of such formatted data and/or instructions by carrier waves 
include, but are not limited to, transfers (uploads, downloads, 
e-mail, etc.) over the Internet and/or other computer networks 
via one or more data transfer protocols (e.g., HTTP, HTTPs. 
FTP, SMTP, WAP, etc.). When received within a computer 
system via one or more computer-readable media, such data 
and/or instruction-based expressions of the above described 
components may be processed by a processing entity (e.g., 
one or more processors) within the computer system in con 
junction with execution of one or more other computer pro 
grams. Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, 
throughout the description and the claims, the words "com 
prise.” “comprising.” and the like are to be construed in an 
inclusive sense as opposed to an exclusive or exhaustive 
sense; that is to say, in a sense of “including, but not limited 
to.” Words using the singular or plural number also include 
the plural or singular number respectively. Additionally, the 
words “herein,” “hereunder,” “above,” “below, and words of 
similar import, when used in this application, refer to this 
application as a whole and not to any particular portions of 
this application. When the word 'or' is used in reference to a 
list of two or more items, that word covers all of the following 
interpretations of the word: any of the items in the list, all of 
the items in the list and any combination of the items in the 
list. The above description of embodiments of the systems 
and methods is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the 
systems and methods to the precise forms disclosed. While 
specific embodiments of, and examples for, the systems and 
methods are described herein for illustrative purposes, vari 
ous equivalent modifications are possible within the scope of 
the systems and methods, as those skilled in the relevant art 
will recognize. The teachings of the systems and methods 
provided herein can be applied to other systems and methods, 
not only for the systems and methods described above. The 
elements and acts of the various embodiments described 
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above can be combined to provide further embodiments. 
These and other changes can be made to the systems and 
methods in light of the above detailed description. In general, 
in the following claims, the terms used should not be con 
strued to limit the embodiments to the specific embodiments 
disclosed in the specification and the claims, but should be 
construed to include all systems that operate under the claims. 
Accordingly, the embodiments are not limited by the disclo 
sure herein, but instead the scope of the embodiments is to be 
determined entirely by the claims. While certain aspects of 
the embodiments are presented below in certain claim forms, 
the inventors contemplate the various aspects of the embodi 
ments in any number of claim forms. Accordingly, the inven 
tors reserve the right to add additional claims after filing the 
application to pursue such additional claim forms for other 
aspects of the embodiments. 

1. (canceled) 
2. (canceled) 
3. (canceled) 
4. A method for generating and transmitting positioning 

signals using a network of terrestrial beacons, comprising: 
generating, at a first beacon, a first positioning signal using 

a first pseudorandom number sequence; 
generating, at a second beacon, a second positioning signal 

using a second pseudorandom number sequence; 
broadcasting the first positioning signal during a first time 

slot of a transmission frame; and 
broadcasting the second positioning signal during a second 

time slot of the transmission frame. 
5. The method of claim 4, further comprising: 
optionally generating first assistance data at the first bea 

con; and 
optionally generating second assistance data at the second 

beacon. 
6. The method of claim 4, wherein the transmission frame 

is 1 second. 
7. The method of claim 4, wherein the first timeslot and the 

second time slot are each 100 ms. 
8. The method of claim 4, wherein the first timeslot and the 

second time slot are each 100 ms, and wherein the transmis 
sion frame is 1 second. 

9. The method of claim 5, wherein the transmission frame 
is 1 second. 

10. The method of claim 5, wherein the first time slot and 
the second time slot are each 100 ms. 

11. The method of claim 5, wherein the first time slot and 
the second time slot are each 100 ms, and wherein the trans 
mission frame is 1 second. 

12. A network of terrestrial beacons for generating and 
transmitting positioning signals, the network comprising: 

a first beacon, wherein the first beacon generates a first 
positioning signal using a first pseudorandom number 
sequence, and wherein the first beacon broadcasts the 
first positioning signal during a first time slot of a trans 
mission frame; and 

a second beacon, wherein the second beacon generates a 
second positioning signal using a second pseudorandom 
number sequence, and wherein the second beacon 
broadcasts the second positioning signal during a second 
time slot of the transmission frame. 

13. The network of claim 12, wherein the first beacon 
optionally generates first assistance data, and wherein the 
second beacon optionally generates second assistance data. 
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14. The network of claim 12, wherein the transmission 
frame is 1 second. 

15. The network of claim 12, wherein the first time slot and 
the second time slot are each 100 ms. 

16. The network of claim 13, wherein the transmission 
frame is 1 second. 

17. The network of claim 13, wherein the first time slot and 
the second time slot are each 100 ms. 

18. Computer-readable media embodying program 
instructions adapted to be executed to implement a method 
for generating and transmitting positioning signals using a 
network of terrestrial beacons, the method comprising: 

generating, at a first beacon, a first positioning signal using 
a first pseudorandom number sequence; 

generating, at a second beacon, a second positioning signal 
using a second pseudorandom number sequence; 

broadcasting the first positioning signal during a first time 
slot of a transmission frame; and 
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broadcasting the second positioning signal during a second 
time slot of the transmission frame. 

19. The computer-readable media of claim 18, the method 
further comprising: 

optionally generating first assistance data at the first bea 
con; and 

optionally generating second assistance data at the second 
beacon. 

20. The computer-readable media of claim 18, wherein the 
transmission frame is 1 second. 

21. The computer-readable media of claim 18, wherein the 
first time slot and the second time slot are each 100 ms. 

22. The computer-readable media of claim 19, wherein the 
transmission frame is 1 second. 

23. The computer-readable media of claim 19, wherein the 
first time slot and the second time slot are each 100 ms. 

k k k k k 


